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Selected As A Best All Round Kentucky Community Newspaper

Largest Paid
Circulation
Both In City
And In County
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United Press International

In Our 90th Year

Murray, Ky., Saturday Afternoon, September 20, 1969

A pleasant surprise yesterday
at noon. We go to the Maple
Leaf Rostauraust to have a bite
to oat and Lacy Joiner of Murray Federal Savings and Loan
ups and buys our lunch.

NEED ADDRESSES

oolley)
Grasshoppers crowd the front
of the house to beak in the
Warm afternoon sun.

UPI)—Mike
his own
mix," will
a visit to
how next
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nu& Stalls and his wife eating lunch with two of their fine
eon&

Missionary Speaker
For Southwestern
Baptist WMU Meet

one of those adult
other night. We
we are mature
those kind of pic-

Claxtons Attend
Family Reunion

Sermon Topics For
Sunday Announced

Mrs. Allbritten Is
Mayfield Speaker

Art Exhibition
Planned At MSU

Hospital Report

Charlie Lassiter
Will Be Speaker
For Kirksey PTA
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Murray High Loses
Hard-Fought Battle
To Mayfield, 14-8

•
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WEATHER REPORT
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Governor Asks For Complete
Review Of Plans On Stadium
of Leg Potter Smith and Associates.
Christen said the Finance Department—in addition to studying bid overruns in excess of
8 per cent—is adopting a policy of requiring information on
financing arrangements for construction of state buildings before awarding contracts for
their construction.
Murray's initial proposal for
the athletic facility called for
a synthetic turf to be used for
the football field—costing an
estimated $400,000—but the proposal was disapproved by the
Finance Department.
Murray officials said the artificial turf would cut down on
injuries, could be used under
any weather conditions by area
high schools and the university
for a variety of activities, and
would reduce maintenance costs
because no watering would be
necessary and mowing would
be eliminated. _—
Stadium Built In 1934
Dr. Harry Sparks, Murray
president, seemed somewhat
taken back by yesterday's announcement. He said he had
Just received notice of the action from Christen by mail and
added, "I don't know what this
means. Apparently, there will
be consideration of deletions in
construction or design changes.
We'll just have to wait and
see what the state wants to do
in the way of reconsideration."
Sparks noted that the architect's cost estimates were made
more than a year ago and that
inflationary trends have pushed
costs upward since then.
Other university officials noted that Morehead, Western and
Eastern state univerwites all
either have new football Mediums or facilities under construction. The present Murray
stadium was built in 1934. OfficiaLs said that all 6,500 seats
are sold for the current season
and that a number of games last
year. fans overflowed the stadium and many of them sat on
a grassy bank at one end of the
field.

"I think it is wise at this
time to take a look into the
inflationary trend in construction costs and 1 have asked the
(Finance) Department to make
The annual session of South- such a study," Nunn said.
Finance Commissioner Albert
Baptist Woman's Miswestern
Took a Contact yesterday mornmeet Tues- Christen, who recommended the
will
Union
sionary
Is
ing and it dried us out. Made
left
at
white
mule
Saunders. Standing In front ot Ow
Wheat Threshing Scene, 1911 — A moment of history
day, September 23 at First Bap- halt, said the action does not
us drowsy too and several times
Oscar Kline. In the buggy in the. left background are Pink
was caught by an unknown camera man In 1911 on the farm
tist Church, Princeton; starting mean the facility will not be
during the day we felt like just
Lassiter and Waiter Garrison. Standing In the horst drawn
of G. P. Kline &bait two and one-half miles from New Conconstructed eventually.
at 9:45 a.m.
lying down on the floor and go- '
small
the
and
Jewel
Arthur
are
the
at
center
left
vehicle
cord. The picture is owned by Mrs. Wendell Patterson,
the program will "This is a sizable overrun and
on
Featured
that
treasures
said
hag to sleep. Decided not to
the
she
boy Willie Kline. Mrs. Patterson
daughter of Mr. Kline. Identified in the picture are: right
be Mrs. Wiley Faw, Southern we just want to take a closer
aims it would be on the unpicture and that it is a true representation of the manner in
foreground Crockett Bucv, father of Solon Bucy, 0. P. Kline
Baptist missionary to Nigeria. look at both the estimate and
conventional tide.
which wheat was threshed at that time. The steam engine
(In white hat directly behind Mr. Bucy. In the center of the
Mrs. law has been serving as bid before we allow the project
the
in
foreground.
chopped
being
is
that
wood
burned
Roy
picture, standing on the steam operated thresher Is
an evangelistic worker and to get under way," Christen
CengratulatIons to Murray IRO
homemaker in Jos, Nigeria said.
on a good game Last night. HoldMASON'S CHAPEL
He would not speculate on
since 1962.
ing the Cardinals to one touchOther personalities on the whether the situation was more
down, this year, is a good
Glenn Hill will be the preaprogram will include Mrs. the result of a low cost estinight's work.
cher at the services at the MaGeorge Ferguson, executive mate or a high bid.
Christen mid that any time
son's Chapel United Methodist Mrs. E. F. Claxton of Ham- secretary of Kentucky Baptist
Daylight Sowing Time goes off
Bro. Bill Threet, minister of
Church on Sunday, September ho and her daughter - in - law, W.M.U.; Mrs. J. S. Woodard, the department receives a bid
the last Sunday in October we the Seventh and Poplar Church
David R. Graham, son of Mr. 21, at ten a.m. instead of two Mrs Bill Claxton of Murray, president of Kentucky W.M.U.; with more than an 8 per cent
think. Then we'll get back on of Christ. will have as his suband Mrs. Ryan Graham of Mur- p.m. as previously announced. attended a reunion of the Dugs- and Miss Anna Mary Hack, overrun—the difference be"real" time. Some folks never ject for his Sunday morning
ray Route Two, has been proins family held last Sunday at State Sunbeam director. Mr. tween the architect's estimate
'up.
service at 10140. "The Time Is moted to Specialist Fifth Class.
Charles Douglas of First Bap- and lowest bid on the project
Laths Mo.
Short".
on
made
His promotion was
About one hundred and fif- Um Church win bc leading Ural —i± orders a thorough study to
Irs.‘ras dark at 6:00 this moreThe scripture from Joshua September 12.
determine reasons for the difty relatives and friends enjoyed singing.
Mg which means that the days 1:1-9 will be read by Jim
Graham is personnel speciaa basket dinner at noon and'Mrs. Thomas Wilkins, presi- ference.
are gelling shorter all the time. Gough.
The Murray facility is to be
list for the Adjutant General
singing in the afternoon. The dent of Southwestern Regional
"What If There Was No Love"
"God's Point ot View" will two women drove to West W.M.U., and Miss Rena Hobby, a one-tier, 16,000-seat stadium
Third Infantry
The Goshawks were still out, will be the theme of the six Section of the
in Germany.
be the sermon subject for Dr. Plains, Mo., Saturday meeting director of First Baptist Church with a natural grass playing
flying their erratic patterns and p.m. service with the scripture Division
and his wife will arrive Samuel R. Dodson, Jr., at the Mrs. E. F. Claxton's two sisters W.M.U., invite all Baptist Wo- field and space for the Athletic
He
emitting their odd equawks. We reading from John 21:15-17 by
home about the first of Novem- Sunday morning services at and husbands, Mr. and Mrs. men of the region to attend.
Department and Reserve Officdon't know where they go dur- Dale Hughes.
ber for a thirty days' leave. He 8:45 and 10:50 at the First Wallis Cobral of Albany, Calilady is asked to bring ers Training Corps (ROTC).
Each
ing the day.
Announcements will be made will then be assigned to Fort United Methodist Church.
The low bid for the project
fornia, and Rev and Mrs. Wal- a sack lunch. The host church
by Jim Wilson and the song Walters, Texas.
The sermon at 7:30 p.m. by ter Wray of Kansas City, Kans- will furnish drinks and dessert —$529 million—was offered by
services will be led by Josiah
Engineering and ConGraham was named "Soldier Dr. Dodson will be on the subas, at the home of brother and There will be a luncheon for Clark
Darnall.
of the Month For August" and ject, "Prayer — Problem Or wife, Mr. and Mrs. Cecil Dugs- the program personalities and struction Co. of Owensboro. The
received a $25.00 Savings bond Power".
regional executive board at the bid has a 30-day grace period
ins, for a short visit.
and a three days' leave.
SENIOR HIGH
which will expire next week.
Mr. and Mrs. W. P. Cobral noon hour.
The cost estimate was made by
The Murray man took his
for
sister
her
with
home
came
CENTER
TEEN
YOUTH
Mrs. James Rudy Allbritten
the Paducah architecural firm
Dr. Charles Homra will be basic training at Fort Campa few days visit at Hamlin. Mr
of Murray will be the guest the speaker at the meeting of bell and his advanced training
drove
Duggins
Cecil
Mrs.
and
The Youth Teen Center of
speaker at the joint dinner the Senior High Youth Fellow- at Fort Dix, N. J. He left the
meeting of the Wingo Woman's ship of the First United Me- states last October 7 and has the First United Methodist over Tuesday from West Plains
Club, Mayfield Woman's Club, thodist Church to be held on been stationed in Germany Church will be open tonight for a visit in the Claxton home
(Saturday) from eight to eleven on Pine Bluff Shores.
and the Mayfield Community Sunday evening following the since that time.
o'clock for all youth, 13-19
Woman's Club to be held Tues- supper at 6:15 p.m. in the social
A 16-piece exhibition of paintyears old. Chaperons will be
day, September 23, at the South hall.
ings by summer students at
and
Beal
Nate
Mrs.
and
Mr.
Highland Country Club, MayMurray State University will be
Mr and Mrs. Reid Hale.
field.
on display in the library on the
NEEDED
CLOTHING
The Murray woman will
campus for about two months.
speak on "Memoirs of Aide to
104
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By CHARLES PENTECOST Taylor Davidson, state director
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WelCalloway
The
the First Lady of KFWC". She
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LOUISVILLE, Ky. (UPI)
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G.
Junior
The
was the aide for Mrs. C. C. LowSept. 111, 1969 Admissions
necting the oid library with the Approximately 580 Kentuck normally furnishes about 2 per
a
for
family
clothing
needs
AurorRidge Baptist Church,
ry of Murray during her tenure
new addition, the work includ- men who had faced inducti
Miss Judy Beane, 627 Broad
cent of the national monthly
with five children Needed are
a, met at the church for the es oils, acrylics and array enof office as president of the
CaJanice
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Murray;
nex
Forces
Ext.,
Armed
the
into
call.
sizes 3 and 10
regular monthly meeting, amel from the summer inter- month will get one-to-twoKentucky Federation of Wo- girls clothing
further they, 401 So.
size
For
boys
8.
and
Johnston.
Thursday. Mrs. Pat
men's Clubs.
mediate painting class taught month reprieves, thanks to Prethey, Rt. 2, Murray; Buel KenBy spreading this figure over
information call 753-1421.
G. A. leader, introduced the by William Roode, art instruc- sident Nixon's cancellation of the remainder of the year, apneth Downey, 401 So. 15th St.,
program with information of tor and director of the Mary November and December draft proximately 200 Kentucky men
Murray; Stanley King, 421 So.
Baptist missionary efforts in Ed Mecoy Hall Gallery in the calls.
10th St.. Murray; Joe 'Pritchett,
will be drafted in October, 200
pioneer areas of the United Price Doyle Fine Arts BuildDexter; Master Greg Garland,
The President Friday ann- in November, and 180 in DeWillette Richardson ing.
States.
Fite. 1, Almo; Mrs. Norma
ounced that the 29,000-man cember.
set up interesting displays of the
Smith, Rt. 2, Murray; Mrs. JanOctober call would be spread
Roode said the paintings re- over the next three months.
"We are delighted with the
lesson,"Modern Pioneers."
ie Story, Rt. 3, Puryear, Tenn.,
approachMrs. Pauline Parker, 201 No.
Each girl was on the program. present a variety of
• Approximately 580 Kentucky President's action," Davidson
human fig/"P"ljkill
5th St., Murray; Mrs. Birdie Bremen had faced the draft in said Friday, when contacted at
Tie girls were presented pen- es—including the
landscap- October before
and
dimensional'
ure,
Murray:
to
Ext.,
wer, 612 Broad
the President's the induction center here where
cils in tribute to "back
Mrs. Nola Carr, Rt. 1, Murray;
announcement, according to Col.
school" time, by Mrs. Henry es
Mmattnnod on Page SW
Mrs. Effie Beach, Rt. 1, KirkRichardson. Each pencil had
say.
the name of a missionary atSept. 111, 1969 Dismissals
tached to it, and each girl
Mrs. Sharon Mohlman, 1409'4
read the prayer calendar in
W. Main St., Murray; Mrs. Velthis way. Mrs. Johnston led
da Welch, 505 So. 13th St., Murthe devotional and read the
ray; William D. Thorne, Rt. 1,
Bible lesson found in Acts 4-5.
GilDexter; William W. Faith,
Following the meeting, the
bertsville; Mrs. Maude Seaford,
took refreshments and a
girls
409 No. 4th St., Murray; Buel
By Gene riacCutcneen
plays they hit paydirt on a 19
gift was presented to Mrs.Jerry
MurSt.,
Main
W.
702
Stroud,
Charlie Lassiter
The Mayfield Cardinals edged yard touchdown gallop by MaySirls, G. A. counselors
Charlie Lassiter, director of
Murray High Tigers 14-8 at field over the left tackle. Ran- ray; Mrs. Mary J. McNeely
The next meeting will be
ine War Memorial Stadium in dy Rains extra point attempt (From Cony. Div.), Rt. 1, Dex- pupil personnel for Calloway Wednesday night. *Present for
ter.
speakguest
the
be
will
County,
Mayfield last night before a split the uprights to put Maythe meeting were: Susan and
er it the meeting of the Kirkcrowd of well over 4000 fans. field in front 7-0 with 8:32 left
Debbie Sawyer, Linda TraughCITED
FIVE
say Elementary School Parent
The Cardinals were led by in the first quarter.
ber, Deena Morgan, Wiriette
held
be
to
Association
ember
hard-running, 165 pound, junreturned
McCuiston
Porter
Johnston and
Five persons were cited by
Tuesday, September 23. at Richardson, Mrs.
ior tailback Robert Mayfield Rains' kickoff to the Murray
Richardson.
the
Murray
Police
Mrs.
Department
1:30 pm. at the school.
who gained 94 yards on 13 car- 35 where the Tigers called in
"Changes In PTA Member
ries and Van Pitman, 185 their offensive team for the yesterday and last night. They
pound. senior fullback who first time. The Tigers picked were two for driving while in- ship" will be the theme of the
crashed the Tigers defensive up their first first down of the toxicated, one for public drunk- program, according to Mrs I,u
line for 74 yards on ten carries. night on a pass interference enness, one for reckless driv- bie Parrish, program chairman
Mrs. Billy Joe Crick will give
High's
Murray
offensive call against Mayfield which ing. and one for going on wrong
charge was led by junior half- gave Murray a first and ten on aide of four lane drive, accord- the devotion, as announced by
Mrs. Dwight Watson, character
back Johnny W.11iams who com- their own 46. Jimmie Brandon, ing to the citation reports.
Kentucky — Considerable
and spiritual chairman.
pleted five of ten peas attempts a 190 pound senior fullback,
cloudiness and mild weather
COMMITTEE DINNER
Hostesses for the meeting will prevail in Kentucky throfor 33 yards and gained 57 picked up three yards through
will be seventh grade mother' ugh Sunday.
jards rushing on 14 carries.
the center of the line but MeMURRAY STATE ALUMNI SCHOLARS HIPS — Or. Harry M. Spent's, President of Mot'
The Social Concerns Comm- of Mrs. Lucille ,Potts' room
The Cardinals won the toss Cuiston was thrown for a three
Scattered showers today aid ray State University (far left), and Barkley Jones, principal of Mayfield High School and
chairman
central
MeFirst
United
Mrs. Alvin Usrey is
tonight mostly in the
at the start of the game and jard loss on an attempted end ittee of the
president of Murray Stete's Alumni Asimciat ion (far right), present $250 checks to Cellol and eastern sections of the state
Robert Mayfield returned Kip run on the next play which thodist Church will meet at the of the home room mothers
County freshmen (left to right) Ralph A Tesseneer. Ernest W. Williams, and Timeway
Mrs. Harold Fones, prest decreasing Sunday. Today will
Clopton's kick to the Mayfield made it third down and ten to home of Mr. and Mrs Don
Wrgan f"r the first semester's payment of their *SOO MSU Alumni Association echoW.
thy
36 The Mayfield eleven launch- go A pass from Johnny Wil- Overbey for a dinner meeting dent, urges all members and in be in the upper 70's to lower larships. Eachottill receive the balanc• of the scholarship next semester.
on Tuesday, September 23, at terested parents to attend this 70s. Lows tonight in the upper
rd their first scoring 'drive
(Photo by Wilson Woolley)
6-30 p.m.
meeting.
50s to lower 6as
from this point and in seven
We went to
movies the
don't think
enough for
tures.

David R. Graham
Church Of Christ
To Sp5
Promoted
Sermons Announced
Army
U.S.
The
By
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The Selective Service Board
of Murray requests that th•
names and addresses of all boys
and girls in service from Calloway County serving overseas
FRANKFORT, Ky. — Gov
be sent to the board.
Persons are asked to mail • Louie B. Nunn yesterday order
card or letter with the service
- ed a temporary halt to the au.
mans address to the board at thorization ofr a proposed $5.2
the post office or stop in and million football stadium and
State
leave the address at the office athletic facility at Murray
a comlocated on th• second floor of University. He called for
plete review of plans.
the Postoffice building.
Families of the servicemen
Nunn said the action was ormay also call Mrs. Gussie
Adams, executive secretary of dered because the lowest bid
the Local Board at 753-5211 b.. received by the state for con
tween eight a.m. and 4:30 sun. /em-action of the complex was
33 per cent higher than the
Monday through Friday.
architect's $3.9 million estimate
on the cost.

ny Re*duns
al male proter for
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Nixon's Order Delays Draft
Of 580 Kentucky Young Men
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We reserve the right to reject any Advertising, Letters to the Editor,
or Public Voice items which, in our opinion,
are not for the best
interest of our readers.
NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVES: WALLACE WITMER 00.,
Madison Ave., Memphis, Tenn.; Time & Life Bldg., New York, MOO
N.Y,
Stephenson Bldg., Detroit, Mich.
Entered at the Post Office, Murray, Kentucky, for translate:io
n as
Second Class Matter
:SUBSCIPTION RATES By Carrier in Murray, per
week 35e, per
'Month $1.52. In Calloway and adjoining counties,
per year, $6.50:
Zones 1 & 2, $13.00, Elsewhere $16.00. All service
subacriptions $8.00.
"The Outstanding Civic Asset of a Community
la tho
Integrity of its Newspaper"
Rev. W. James Cowell

Two very interesting n,ei. and serve as missionaries to thlS
their wives and families are area which has been termed
temporarily residing in Mar- "
,the end of the earth." The
shall county. The two are Rus- island Is located off the Southsell and Glenn Dupont. RusAill, east coast of Africa.
the father of Glenn, and his
The Duponts are taking lifewife and children are presently time visas, as they plan to make
Hardin
living in the
area. While this their lifetime work.
Glenn and his wife are living
The Dupont family is originalin Benton.
ly from victoria, British coThe Duponts are international
evangelists under the oversight
of the elders of the Benton
Church of Christ.They recently
completed two years of study at
the Sunset school of preaching
in Lubbock, Texas.
They will be in Marshall county until around the first of November when they will leave for
the Island of Madagascar to
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COLUMBUS, Ohio (UPI).—
Dennis McCallum, 17, was
arrested Wednesday when police found him inspecting hib
garden.
Police said the garden in
suburban
Worthington c o ntained 14 marijuana plants with
stalks eight feet high, and that
someone had been harvestim,
the crop all summer. McCallum
was charged with possession of
marijuana.
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IS THE FILM ON WHICH
PLAYBOY
RAN TEN WELL-STACKED PAGES!
THIS

'A sort at 'What's New Pussycat?.
public hearing Thursday conducted by the Kentucky Debrought up to today's level!'
" partment of Highways resulted in a mandate for immediate acand white bass fair; clear and
tion on the four-laning of Main Street trom Sixth to Sixteenth
stable, 73.
Nolin: Black bass are good
Street.
"
aauta0
Revival services at Puryear
rocky points on artificial
off
The department set the public hearing on the widening of United Methodist Church will
AfERICIN
worms and on small crawfish;
Main Street. advertised it properly, then conducted the hearing begin Sunday and continue
Glenn
croppie
Dupont
fair
main
good
in
to
through Sept. 26.
Over a hundred years ago a
_in a fair and equitable manner.
lake around stickups; bluegill
Speaking at services at 7:30 Lofndon physician named Nafair off deep banks; clear and
Anyone who desired had the opportunity to express them- nightly will be the Rev. James thaniel Ward discovered that
and find owe happinem?
"
stable, 75.
Trinity he could grow ferns and in sse:
Cowell,
pastor
of
selves on this project.
Rough River: Black bass are l immoWinsw%riesmummis'
Methodist Church.
inside glass cases. His develop
The sentiment at this public hearing was 100 per cent in favor
good off rocky bauk.s on artifis
Inviting the public, the Rev. ment, called the "Wardian" boteib..not la. ms Reecho. en
of the widening, and beyond that the concensus was that the Ken- Frank L. Clement, pastor, said
FRANKFORT, Ky. UPI — Al- cial worms; croppie fair around
le ane•nese ma Cant ante a Nen sel
tle, can give adults as well as
though
weather
conditions are stickups and over stump beds at
A IlenwAtt Pekin tempi;lel* OPISGAAM Anilldee
tucky Department of Highways should waste no time in getting "Jim Cowell is a young, children hours of gardening
Ideal, few fish are showing up six feet; clear and stable, 72.
A WWI Ha hisese Tovisior•
dedicated minister. We feel we enjoyment during the wintes
, started.
at the major lakes, the state
Dewey Lake: Black bass are V —
f
are fortunate to get him."
ahead.
rrionths
We appreciate the restraint used by a number of, people who
Department of Fish and Wildlife fair early and late on surface
Cowell is in his second year at
Some simple instructions proAll Seats - $1.75
; either live on Main Street or operate businesses on this street. Trinity, having served previously
Resources reported Thursciay. lures; crappie and bluegill fair;
vided by The American AssocBarren Reservoir: Black bass clear and stable, 77.
There is no question but what some people will be either incon- as associate pastor of Madison iation of Nursery-men can help
are good in all sections on arti
venienced or damaged to some extent by this street widening, Heights Methodist Church in you develop your own garden
ficial worms, late afternoon and
Memphis for three years.
bottle.
a
in
yet none protested this move which the majority feels is mandanight fishing best; white bass by
He holds a B.A. degree from
A brandy snifter, a fish bowl,
tory if the city center is to be preserved and continued.
trolling; clear and stable, 76
Emory University in Atlanta and or a large bottle will make a
degrees.
We wish to express our appreciation to Mr. Tom Scott. Dis- a B.D. degree from Emory's good container (or, to give it
Barkley: Black bass are
trict-Engineer, for the calm, unemotional and equitable manner Candler School—et--Theology. the correct name, a terramunl.
to good off points and a long
While in seminary, he won the, The size and shape is up to
in which the hearing was conducted.
channel areas on artificial nightNational Methodist Seminary you, although it is good to be
Our only comment to the Kentucky Department of Highways Award and was named to "Who's able to cover over the operung
crawlers; en:plate fair in channRussell lidupont —
els at 10 feet; below the dam,
Who
Among - Students
in it the -top after planting.
now is to get started, because the quicker they start, the
sooner American
Colleges
and
Wash, dry and polish the lumbia. Canada. where the elder catfish good and croppie and
it will be finished.
Universities."
container until it sparkles. Then Dupont, who is French, worked bluegill fair; clear and stable,
He has written articles for pour in a half inch af dry char- in all phases of the art field. '76.
Methodist curriculum resources. coal flakes. On top of that add He worked as a commercial
Lake Cumberland: Crappie are
several inches of dry sandy artist in the united states and good in upper section on minnows
soil. Some bottle eirdeners Canada before becoming a min- at night at 18 feet; black bass
ister.
LEDGER & TIME$ FILE
place moss, green side up, on
good off points by casting and
His wife, Ivy, was born in
the charcoal and then add the
England and speaks fluent still fishing crawfish; trout fair
sandy soil.
French. They met in England in lower part of lake off deep
ADULTS 94
Deaths reported are Minows L. Barnett, age 87, Mrs. W. B.
Now you're ready for plant- in 1944 while he served
NURSERY 6
with banks at night on nightcrawlers;
Howard, and Mrs. Rozie Ann Spiceland.
ing. Most small house plants the R.C.A.F. and she with
the trout good below dam on worms
SEPTEMBER 16, 1969
that thrive in a moist atmos- R.A.F. They have three other and cheese; clear and falling
Army Sgt. Joe H. Thorn recently arrived in Korea and is now
phere will be happy in a bottle children besides Glenn, they slowly, 75.
a member of the 7111 Infantry Division.
ADMISSIONS
garden. You may want to use are Kay, Bobby and Barry.
Robert Perry, Mayor Holmes Fills, L. D. /Allier, Hiram
Dale Hollow: Crappie are good
Wandering Jew (Zebrina penGlenn, the other half of
Tucker, and E. S. Ferguson of the Murray Industrial CommiMaster Kenneth Ray Ahart, dult), Pallionia, Miniature Ivy father, son, evangelistic this on minnows around fallen treeteam,
ttee met with TVA directors at Knoxville, Toon_, to attempt Rte. 1, Aline; Master Kevin
Bre- and small ferns. The Creeping was born in Devonshire, Eng- tops at 15 feet; black bass fair
to show TVA the advantages of locating the new steam plant
by still fishing crawfish and mint Phillip.s, 505 So. 9th St., Mur- Fig Plant
and the Prayer Plant land in 1946. He is married nnows; clear
In Western Kentucky.
and falling, 76.
ray;
Mrs.
Patty
Mae
Moody,
to
the
former
Rosiland cotton
are also wise choices. If you
Mr. and Mrs. Robert W. Hine left Saturday for a week's visit
Herrington: Black bass are
525 So. 6th St., Murray; Mrs. need ideas, seek advae
at your of Missouri. Roslland's parents good by
in Milwaukee, Wisconsin. She will attend the 37th annual convencasting artificial nightMyra G. Munday, 300 No. 8th nursery or garden
are also recent graduates of the
center.
tion of the National Association of Bank Women,
St., Murray; Mrs. Jane Porter
The most difficult part in be- Sunset school of preaching in crawlers at night; bluegill fair
Loyd and Baby Girl, 820 No.20th ginning a bottle garden is the Lubbock and are now serving by drift fishing off deep banks;
St., Murray; Master Cyrus Af- actual planting process, which as missionaries to Vietnam. clear and stable, 75.
The Duponts and their wives
Kentucky Lake: Black bass are a
zali, 23 Orchard Hgts., Murray; is very' similar to constructing
will be part of what is hoped good in Blood River area over
Miss Caron
Lee Phelps, 26 a ship inside a bottle. Long
will eventually be a missionary stump beds and in channels;
crHale's Trl Crt., Murray; Mrs. instruments are needed to be
endeavor by the churches of appie fair at
LEDGER * TIMES FIJI
dropoffs at 15 feet;
Anna Dill, 413 So, 9th St., Mur- your "hands" inside the con- Christ
throughout all nineteen white
bass fair around bridge
ray; Mrs. Maude E. Hale, Rte. tainer and handy tools can be French-speaking nations
of areas on minnows;
below the
6, Murray; Mrs. Annie Lovins, created by taping a fork and Africa.
The City Board of Education voted last night to hire one new Rte, 5, Murray; Mrs. Debris a spoon to sticks or
dam, catfish good and croppie
poles.
teacher and use a small room in the Murray High School to Roberts, Rte. 6, Mayfield;
After planting the miniature
Mrs.
alleviate the overcrowded condition in the first and second grades. Geneva M. Willoughby,
203 So, garden you have designed, add NEW TWIN BILL
Mr. and Mrs. Johnnie Robertson of Murray celebrated their 6th St., Murray;
Salvatore Spe- water until the soil is damp,
golden wedding anniversary on September 10.
dale, 548 So. Bedford Lane Des then cork up the bottle. The
TERRE HAUTE, Ind.(UPI)
I1V
Miss Larue Jones, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Delmus Jones, Plaines, Ill.; Mrs.
Belinda An- plants will give off moisture — Mrs. Theodore Eirhart, 36,
was married to Billy G. Turner, son of Mr. and Mrs. Jennings derson and Baby Girl,
which will accumulate on the
Rte. 1,
By United Press International
Turner, on September 17 at the borne of the bride's parents. Lynn Grove; Mrs.
sides of the container and re- and her daughter, Mrs. Robert
Sharon Mohlturn to the roots. This "rain" Lewis, 20, both of Marshall,
The first rehearsal of the West Kentucky Symphony Orchestra man, 14091/2 W. Main,
Murray,
Today is Saturday, Sept. 20,
provides sufficient moisture for shared a room at the Union
will be held at Murray State College, according to the director,
the 263rd day of 1969 with 102
Hospital this week.
about
a
year,
Price Doyle,
and
so
watering
DISMISSALS
Their room
was in the to follow.
your garden once each twelve
The moon is between its first
months will usually be suffic- maternity ward— Mrs. Eirhart
Master Cyrus Afzali, 23 Orgave birth to her ninth child period and full phase.
ient.
chard Hgts., Murray; Mrs, DorThe morning stars are Venus
BOWS
Locate the blttle in 0 o o d last Friday, and two days later
othy M. McClure, 210 So, llth
light, but not direct sun, then Mrs. Lewis had a baby. Both and Saturn,
St., Murray; Mrs. Evie M. Todd,
The evening stars are MercuInfants were girls.
sit back and watch it grow.
LEDGER A TIKES FILK
1105 Mulberry St., Murray; Mrs.
ry, Mars and Jupiter.
Glenda Wilson, 1609 Belmont Dr.,
On this day in history:
Murray; Mrs. Louise Lyons,
W. G. Nash, treasurer and former dean of Georgetown
In 1519 Portuguese navigator
College, Coach
Estates So. 16th St., Murhas been elected dean of Murray State College, according to James
Ferdinand Magellan began a
ray; Miss Carolyn Lyons, Eliz.
H. Richmond, president of the college.
voyage to find a western
Deaths reported this week are Mrs. Laura Clopton,age 81, Gordon Hall Rm, 816 MSU, Murray; Mrs.
passage to the East Indies.
Lee Felts, Mrs. Eunice Roberts, age 53, and Mrs. Mary West, Neva Fay Champion, Rte.4, MurIn 1873 financial chaos caused
ray; Mrs. Louise Howe, 1510
age 84,
the New York Stock Exchange
kv
The tobacco barns of Toy Jones, Robert Burkeen, and Oman Parklane Dr., Murray; Mrs. Anto close its doors.
nie Lovins, Rte .5, Murray; Mrs.
Jackson were destroyed by fire this week. Tobacco was in all
In
1881
Vice
President
the Linda
Parker and Baby Girl,
barns.
Chester Arthur became the 21st
A total of 1,038 students
President of the United States
had registered at Murray State 1608 Kirkwood Dr., Murray; Mrs.
Hayrus L. Fair, 410 50, 6th St.,
College by press time.
following the death of President
"The Wizard of Oz" starring Judy Garland is showing today at Murray, Mrs. Helen Rayburn,410
James Garfield.
So. 6th St., Murray; Lillian Raythe Varsity Theatre.
In 1960 the United Nations
burn, 410 So. 6th St., Murray;
admitted 13 African nations in
Bernard Roland, Rte. 1, Almo;
the opening of a turbulent
Walter Key, 414 So. 8th St.,
General Assembly session,
Murray; Mrs. Jetta Williams,
• GAMIN I At A OCATTLI can prey
I
--Id* hours of gardening enjoyment during
402 So. 8th St., Murray; Nollie
A thought for the day: English
the long sn n ter north, YArtuallY
••Y bottle •b•Pe vri 1 I do, and
Wicker, Rte, 1, Hazel; Mrs.
philosopher John Locke said,
. . The grass withereth, and the flower thereof fallen)
tb • fee easy- to-gat .11.1611•18 and onc•-a-year eater
tat
away: Effie Laycock(From Cony, Div.)
"It is one thing to show a man
But the word of the Lord endureth forever... . - I Peter
•ini•tur•
1:24, 25. 1612 Ryan, Murray; Conrad Billttttttlys/' will thrive Sn its
stu re-produc ing
that he is in error, another to
Men's laws and court decrees come and go; God's laws
abide ington (From Cony. Div.), Rte,6,
atoassaphor•.
put him in possession of the
for ever.
Murray.
truth."
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Betty
Label
Hit
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Barbar
Estell
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Betty
Manly
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"Mercury" Morris Is Cause
For Concern for John Madde

Ohio (UPI).—
alum, 17, was
nesday when pom inspecting his
the garden in
irthington c o nijuana plants with
eet high, and that
been harvesting
timer. McCallum
rith possession of

Penn State, Arkansas And
Texas Challenge Ohio State

The Chiefs defeated
an
Diego last weekend with the
By STEVE SMILANICH '- Pittsburgh at UCLA. Kansas at
UPI Sports Writer
help of four pass interceptions,
Texas Tech, Air Force at
Missouri, Washington at MichiEven a "welterweight" ver- and they are rated a prohibitive
Penn State, Arkansas and gan State, Texas ASJA, at
sion of O.J. Simpson is cause favorite to handle the Patriots.
Boston rolled up 326 yards
have one thing in Louisiana State, Indiana at
Iexas
for concern.
common as they open bids Kentucky, Southern Methodist
That's
why the Oakland against Cincinnati last weekSaturday to challenge mighty at Georgia Tech, Minnesota at
Raiders are not taking the end, but the Bengals' defense
Ohio State
the
for supremacy Arizona State, New Mexico at
with
„Miami Dolphins lightly this doesn't compare
during college football's centen- Army, Houston at Florida,
Saturday night, even though Chiefs.
nial anniversary— all are start- Purdue at Texas Christian,
ak they have been listed as a 15- Joe Namath's knees were a
topic of conversation all week
ing with experienced quarter- Virginia Tech at Alabama and
. point favorite.
backs and talented veteran Grambling versus Morgan State
The Raiders know all about after he hurt them against
squads.
at Yankee Stadium in New
Miami quarterback Bob Griese, Buffalo in the Jets' opening
That's why the Nittany Lions, York.
who passed for a club record game triumph. But Namath,
Razorbacks and Longhorns will
USC, a big winner the past
327 yards against Cincinnati who has never missed a game
be favored in games kicking off two years with 0. J. Simpson,
••• last weekend. They've seen him since he became a starter, is
expected to start and his status
the first big weekend of the attempts to continue its succes-7 play before.
season.
ses against a Nebraska team
But the only thing the makes the Jets a 10-point
Penn State, powerful pride of with quarterbacking problems.
;- Raiders know about Eugene choice over the Broncos.
San Diego will be minus
Eastern football, opens at The Trojans will unveil running
"Mercury" Morris is what
Annapolis against Navy and back
Clarence Davis, who
they've seen in the films, and linebacker Pete Barnes, who
Coach Joe Paterno's Lions, exceeded the junior college
a wrist against
-. that's enough to worry coach dislocated
Kansas City. Nevertheless, the Pictured here is the 1%9 Murray State Racer football team. The Racers open their season tonight against the tough Eastern boasting
a string
of 19 exploits
of Simpson. The
• John Madden.
' Morris is a rookie halfback Chargers rate a seven-point Michigan University Hurons from Ypsilanti, Mich. The Hurons won eight of ten games last season and finished the season consecutive games without a Trojans also expect to increase
loss, will be led by senior its passing game with quarterout of West Texas State, who choice over the Bengals, whose rated seventh In the nation. This is the first game between the two schools.
quarterback Chuck Burkhart, back Mike Holmgren.
r„i was drafted by the Dolphins on rookie quarterback, Greg Cook,
All-America linebacker Dennis
The Alabama-Virginia Tech
i
t the third round after a dazzling passed for two touchdowns last
Orikotz and defensive tackles contest pits teacher against
;college career in which he set weekend.
The Oilers have everybody
Mike Reid and Steve Smear.
pupil and marks the return of
;an
all-time NCAA
career
healthy, and they might need
Coach Darrell Royal's Long- Crimson Tide Coach Bear
7,1 rushing mark of 3,388 yards.
horns kick off their campaign Bryant to the scene of his first
• Although he is only 5-foot-10, everyone to stop Simpson, who
debut
suspicious
on the West Coast against defeat as a head soach. Bryant
• 185 pounds, Morris is regarded made an
California with ,ailineup featur- visited Blacksburg, Va., in 1945
as one of the easiest and against the Jets last weekend.
ing quarterback James Street as coach at Maryland and took
shiftiest runners to come out of The Oilers, who have a highly• • •
college in recent years. He was regarded defense, are favored
By VITO STELLINO
division crown the past two and running backs Ted Key and a 21-13 setback.
His star pupil, Jerry Claioften
UPI Sports Writer
referred
to as a by seven points. "
seasons and it should be close Steve Worster.
Arkansas starts the new borne, coaches Virginia Tech,
"welterweight O.J. Simpson" in
again this year. In 1967, the
with
returning Last year Alabama hung on to
37
; college but was resentful of the
The man with the brush cut race went down to the final season
NEW YORK (UPI)— Madison
• comparison.
and the high top shoes— the game before Los Angeles won. lettermen, including quarter- edge Tech 14-7,
Georgia Tech, which hasn't
" Morris proved his worth as a Square Garden will resume
trademarks of another era— will Last season, the Colts didn't back Bill Montgomery, flanker
professional last Sunday the weekly Friday night boxing
be out to prove Sunday that he wrap it up until the next to the Chuck Dicus and halfback Bill lost a home opener since 1926,
Burnett. Oklahoma State pro- is a six point favorite over
very first time he got his hands programs starting in Decemhas regained his touch again.
last game.
vides
the opening opposition for SMU.
on the ball. He returned a ber. Negotiations are underway
Johnny
Unitas,
who was
This season the two clubs will
NEW YORK (UPI) --There's Penn State opens with Navy.
kickoff 105
yards for a for national and international only one fool-proof s'Ior
winning championships . when again meet in the finale in Los the Razorbacks. I like Penn State. 'By two
Ohio State, the defending
touchdown— the second longest television.
Joe
Namath
another
grade
was
in
could
be
Angeles
it
and
figuring football winners.
loaves of bread.
NiEW Y ORK.(yP
national champiop, is icile:this
Gardner ,
in American Football Lgue
Don't pick any. -When the My other eholeet in the East: ,schnril now seems. like a hero down the-wire. -affair ;The weekend. -Coach
(UPI)—Joe
--DETROIT
StrawDickinson,
the "thin man"
Woody
Hayes'
history.
the
past
take
from
quiet,
with
will
his
game
of
this
winner
season is over you have a Syracuse over Iowa State,
Buckeyes open the season Sept. among the golf pros at 130
The Miami-Oakland clash is der, veteran Detroit Piston perfect
record, the same as Army over New Mexico, Boston modest ways and his colorless an early edge in the race.
pounds, was appointed sports
the only AFL game scheduled center who sat out most of last when you started.
manner off the field.
action 27 against Texas Christian.
of
Sunday
The
first
U. over Colgate, Tethple over
Other major openers send chairman Thursday of the 1969
for Saturday night, but there season with a back injury, will
field,
'but
on
return
Unitas
the
is
of
the
the
-mark
will
also
The
first
thing you do is get Rhode Island, Connecticut over
are four on tap for Sunday. report to the Piston training yourself a key man in the
kind of competitor who has to Vince Lombardi as a head South California against Ne- breath of life campaign of the
Maine and Buffalo over Xavier.
braska, Northwestern to Notre National Cystic Fibrosis ReThey include Kansas City at camp today in an effort to win football picture, somebody
not Southern California ventures be admired even by the hip coach with the Washington Dame, Arizona at Wyoming, search Foundation.
Boston, New York at Denver, his job back. He will have to only with ability but
also with into the Midwest this weekend swingers of Namath's genera- Redskins. Washington had a
San Diego at Cincinnati and beat out Walt Bellamy and Otto brains. Somebody like
tion.
disappointing
le ointing 2-4 record in the
Johnny
Moore.
and should have enough to beat To no one's surprise, he has exhibition
Houston at Buffalo.
season but still
Unitas.
Nebraska. I also like Notre again taken over the Colts' should be able to beat New
The next thing you do is keep
Dame over Northwestern, Okla- starting QB job and relegated Orleans.
quiet. You learn much more
homa over Wisconsin, Michigan Earl Morrall to benchwarmer
The Chicago-Green Bay and
listening than you do talking.
over Vanderbilt, Washington status.
St. Louis-Dallas games also
You listen to Johnny Unitas and
over Michigan State, WashingAnd Unitas will get the look like the close battles.
he says:
ton State over Illinois, Oregon supreme test Sunday when the Dallas would normally be a big
Noble Knight
"Physically, I'm fine; menMAGIC-TRI
257
State over Iowa, Cincinnati Colts open the 1969 season favorite over St. Louis but with
Noble Knight
224 tally, I'm all right. I still have over William and Mary and
BOWLING LEAGUE
against the Los Angeles Rams. Bob Hayes out and Craig
Lee
Roy
a
Barnett
little
twinge
in the elbow but
215
Week of Sept. 16-69
Ohio U. over Kent State.
The Rams' tough defense Morton sidelined, the Cowboys
Ind. High Single Game HC
it's not gonna bother me any.
W. L.
Team Standings:
Louisiana State over Texas
should give him the ultimate could be in trouble. Roger
275 I've had a whole year to rest.
Carroll Vollmer/sten 10 2 Noble Knight
and M., Houston over Florida, test. If Unitas can pace the Staubach
still needs more
..„
10 2 Bobby Barnett
245 Pm throwing the ball well and
Country Kitchen
Indiana over Kentucky, Geor ia club past the Rams, the Colts experience but may have to
Noble
Knight
242
I'm
10 2
ready."
Johnson's Gro.
over Tulane, SMU over Geor
should be in good position to start for Dallas at quarterback.
242
9 3 Danny Hopkins
Unitas is Ready
Owens Food Mkt.
Tech and Florida Stateo'er successfully def.end their NFL
Lee Roy Barnett
242
When Johnny Unitas is ready,
Town & Country
Wichita State in the South.; crown.
Ind. 3 Games (SC)
7 5
the Baltimore Colts generally
Dress Shop
Arkansas over Oklahoma State, In the other games Sunday,
Noble
Knight
882
Ezell's Beauty School 6
are, too. Besides, they're
585 opening the NFL's 50th anniver- Purdue over TCU, Arizona Chicago is at Green Bay,
Miller Funeral Home 4 8 Gene Skiles
Fred Stalls
539 sary season against the Los State over Minnesota, Baylor Cleveland goes to Philadelphia,
3 9
Jerry's Restaurant
over Kansas State and Rice Minnesota is at New York, St.
had.
3
Games
HC
1
11
Murray
of
Bank
Angeles Rams at home, they're
over VMI in the Southwest, and Louis is at Dallas, Detroit is at
Noble
Knight
736
NC
Games
High Teem 3
always extra tough there and
009 although they claim to have Texas over California, UCLA Pittsburgh, Washington goes to
2784 Gene Skilea
Owens Food Mkt.
830 forgotten all about the Super. over Pittsburgh, Wyoming over New Orleans and San Francisco
2674 Lee Roy Barnett
Carroll Volkswagen
Arizona, Stanford over San Jose is at Atlanta.
2651
Johnson's Giro.
Bowl, you can bet they haven't, State
and Oregon over Utah in Los Angeles and Baltimore
High Team Game HC
Joe O'Don!ey of Paducah won
So you start by picking the
942
have each won a coastal top honors in the Kentucky Lake
the
Far
Owens Food Mkt.
West.
Colts over the Rams. At least I
THURSDAY
COUPLES
936
Carroll Volkswagen
Open Skeet Shoot last weekend
do.
BOWLING LEAGUE
933 ,
Owen's Food Mkt.
by breaking 389 of the 400 clay
And from there:
9-1149
of
Week
HC
3
Games
High Ind.
pigeons. Competition was held'
Green Bay over Chicago—
W.
Standings:
L
591
Judy Mason
Saturday and Sunday at the
Introducing the "new" Travis
0
575 Befuddled Four ____ 4
Sandra Thompson
Chief Paduke Gun Club.Williams, finally beginning to
4
0
569 Benots_
Isabel Parks
look like the "old" one.
Owls
4
Night
0
Other winners:
High Ind. Game NC
Dallas over St. Louis— Bob
(Note, u inner in each class listed
4
0
219 Spares
Sandra Thompson
first, runner-up second.r
Hayes is out and Craig Morton
Turtles
3
1
12 GAUGE
215
Caro/ Sims
is too, but keep an eye on
Pin Busters
3
AA-Dick Korcher. TOMMY Snow
1
Judy Mason
213
Stevenson. Steve Fugate
Reapers
2
2
Calvin Hill.
By United Press International through a series of light workB-Cliff Herman. Al Lindsey Sr.
High Ind. 3 Games Scratch
Moreton, A. Cervantes
Rockets
2
2
Cleveland over Philadelphia—
outs as it tapered off for the ('-Al
Marilyn Parks
463
fl-Jim Shoulders Jr.. Mary Ann
Alley Cats
1
3
Eagles look a lot different from
Snow
Auburn was worried and Indiana contest.
486
Betty Dixon
E -Harold Stone, Jim Bartley
Rolling Stones
1
3 last year but not that different Georgia Tech was anxious
Careful of Kicks
'Ladies'
ettamp-Karla
Roberts.
452 Rollers
Isabel Parks
0
seniors champ-Everett Wheeler; 24
yet.
concentrated
Mississippi
on
Wednesday
college
Southeast
as
Scratch
High Ind. 0am•
man
Fugate
team-Steve
and
TOMMY
Strikes
0
4
Minnesota over New York— teams closed out heavy practice punt coverage, remembering Snow; 5-man team winner-Jerry
175
Sandra Thompson
Foust. Ed Barlow, Tommy Snow.
L. S. D. plis I
0
4
Giants
haven't beaten a Wes- for Saturday's games,
two years ago when Memphis Steve Fugate. T. Stevenson; 5-snan
169 Red Birds
Marilyn Parks
0
4 tern Conference club in six
runner-up- Ernest
Freeman.
Cliff
Coach Shug Jordan said he State, the Rebels' opening op- Herman.
167
Marilyn Parks
Ray
Raschbach,
Harold
High Team Game HC
years and with the Vikings' does not know what to expect ponent Saturday, returned a Stone and Al Moreton.
Splits Converted
Night Owls
814 defensive line, they don't figure from
20 GAUGE
Wake Forest in the Ti- punt and a kickoff for touchBetty Dixon
3-10 Pin Busters
AA-Bob French. Korcher
814 to beat this One,
gers' opening game. The Deze 'owns.
4—Lindmev. Karla Roberts
Barbara Chilcutt
3-10 Spares
803
B-A. McKinley. E. Wheeler
Detroit over Pittsburgh— cons upset North Carolina State Defensive tackle Danny Wil- C-Cervantes.
34-10
&tell Ezell
J. Douglas
High Team 3 Games NC
DShoulders. E. Grimm
Lions
are
doing
a
much
elsprained
suffering
better
liams,
22-21
a
last weekend.
Marilyn Parks
3-10 Night Owls
2316
Jerry Foust won the 20-gauge event
job of pass protection.
Top Ten Averages
"We had scouts at the game, bow, and offensive tackle Fred and Joe O'llonley was runner-up.
Pin Busters
2250
and Ralph Hughes won the
Washington over New Orleans but that didn't do much good," Abbott, out with a sprained 2o'Donley
Betty Dixon
170 Befuddled Four
-man team title and Karla Roberts
2St16
—
and
Vince
Cervantes
won second
Houston
Lombardi
Marilyn Parks ..-- 158
begins
the
will
ankle,
miss
his
Jordan
lamented.
"They used
High Ind. Game (SC)
_
211 GAUGE
comeback,
Jean Chancey ....a.-- 141 Women:
so many different defenses in game Saturday, according to
A-Roberts. Al Ltndsey
Atlanta over San Francisco— their victory that they didn't Florida coach Ray Graves.
B-E. Wheeler. E. Freeman
Wanda Nance
137 Betty Dixon
.
195
C -Cervantes. Don French
138 Polly Owen
Betty Darnell
182 That 49ers' defensive line can have to use any one of them And at Georgia, coach Vince Joe frDonlev won the event with
1115 Vaiada Stuart
Sandra Thompson
over four times. We must pre- Dooley pronounced his Bulldogs Bob French placing second.
178 make you cry.
410 GAUGE
133
Mary Harris
The AFL
"remarkably free of major inpare to meet anything."
Hist( Ind. Gams NC
AA-01Donley. Roberts
Consider the no-cost extras. Like
A-Kurcher. Cervantes
Judy Mason
132 Women:
Oakland over Miami— The
Tech coach Bud Carson said juries" after a two-hour work- B-Lindsey.
Wheeler
reclining
bucket seats, nylon car•
130 Betty Dixon
Faye Forbus
227 Dolphins have never beaten the Southern Methodist 'Will have an out. Georgia opens against Tu- C-Carl Cobb, Don French
Ralph Hughes was 410 winner with
vinyl
peting,
upholstery, back-up
Emma AcLims
130 Vaiada Stuart
224 Raiders. One thy they will but edge on the Yellow Jackets in lane.
Bob French second.
128 Polly Owen
Nancy Rogers
lights, electric windshield wipers.
224 this game is being played at experience, but said his club is
High Ind. Game (SC)
night.
anxious for a "real game." He
Consider the performance. 0-to-60
KY. LAKE BOWLING
Men:
New York over Denver— said SMU, which was upset by
in 16 seconds. Quiet acceleration.
LEAGUE
Jim Neale
237 Inexperience hampers Denver's -Air Force last Saturday, has 16,
A top speed of 90 mph. Consider
Week of Sept. IS, -1969
Noble Knight
221 defensive backs.
starters back while Tech has
Team Standings:
W. L.
the quality control. Over 700 tests
Vernon Riley
206 Kansas City over Boston— KC four.
ak Mutual of Omaha
8
0
High Ind. Game HC
AMERICAN LEAGUE
and inspections.
has too many guns for Patriots.
llama Offense Off
7
„
BATTING 1390 at bets1-(arew, Mmn
1
*
NATIONAL LEAGUE
lipCountry Kitchen
Men:
Baffalo over Houston— O.J.
At Alabama, coach Bear Bry- 333; Reese. Minn., .n7; F.RobInson,
BATTING 1390 at batsl-C Jones. N.Y..
Then consider the price.
Bank of Murray
3
6
Jim Neale
347; Rose. Cl,, .330; Clemente. Pitt.,
245 Sintekson shows Oilers some of ant said his defense was out- Batt., .314; R.SmIth, Bost., .113; Payroll,
Bait.. .311.
336; M.Alou, Pitt., .329; A.Johnson, (in.,
Martin Oil
5
3
Noble Knight
239 his moves.
shining his offense in drills for RUNS-R.Jackson, Oak., 115; F.Robin. 326.
T. V. Service Center 5
$
Ronnie Barcell
228
Ball, 105, F.Howard, Wash., 104;
RUNS-Rose, CM., Ill; Bonds, S.F.
OM,
Cincinnati
over
San
Virginia
Diego—
"There
Tech.
was
very Blair, Balt., 101; Killebrevf, Minn., 99.
Colonial Bread
5
Wynn, Houst , 108; kessinger,
3
High Ind. 3 Games (SC)
Greg Cook and Paul Robinson little concentration displayed by RUNS BATTED IN-Killebrew. Minn, 106, Toian, (in.,
102.
Murray Lodge 2011 4
4
Women:
RUNS BATTED IN-Santo. Chic., 120;
giving Cincy a fine 1-2 punch, the offense and not much 134; Powell. Bait.. 119; R Jackson, Oak.,
Uncisers
4
4
Polly Owen
502
McCovey, S F.. 120; Pere:, Cln., 114;
109; F Howard, Wash., 106; Yestrzernski,
The Colleges
pride," Bryant said.
L.May, CI, , 103; Banks. Chic., 100.
pee.. 102.
hifo-Go (XI
3
Betty Dixon
483 Joe Paterno, the Penn
HITS-M Alma, Pitt., 210; Rose (in,
End Gene Wood and lineback- HITS-01Iva, Minn., 100; Clarke, N.V.,
State
R. O. T. C.
1
I
Janie Knight
486 coaching whiz,
191: Telan, (In., IV: Brock. St.L. 1110;
174; Blair, Bait., 172; F.Howard,
is
one
of
my
Mike
Wade
er
returned
Murray Mobile Homes 0
te
prac144.
B.WillIems,
(litYit.,
1741;
T.Horton,
Chic , 177: Perez, CM., 177.
3
High Ind. 3 Games NC
favorite people. With his first tice at Mississippi State after DOUBLES - Oliva Minn., 37; Buford,
DOUBLES- K•44 n ge r, Chic., 30;
Chucks Music Center 0
8
Women:
M Aloe, Fitt., 36; 8.Williams, Chic, 33,
31; R.Jeckson, Oak., 31; D.Johnson.
game coming up and his team bouts with a virus. Louisiana Belt.,
Team High 3 Games (SC)
Brock, St L., 31; Flood, St L , 31.
Polly Owen
Batt., 31; Blair, Balt., 30.
628
unbeaten
in
its
last
19
outings,
Mutual of Omaha
State
sevalso
R.SmIth.
back
welcomed
Bost..
7;
Clark*.
TRIPLES
2858 Frances Hargrove
593
TRIPLES-Clemente, Pitt.. 11; B.WilFregosl,
Calif., 6; D Green, Oek.,
. 7,
2609 Vaiada Stuart
T. V Service Center
592 Paterno sounds like most other eral players sidelined by virus, 4;
hams, Chic.. 10; Brock, St.L., 10; Rose,
N.Y.
.Hegart, Sta., 6.
coaches.
He
(in.,
9, Tolan, Cm, 9
says
Martin Oil Co
he has but tight end Jesse Truax, re- HOME RUNS
2503
High Ind. 3 Games (SC)
F Howard Wash., 46;
HOME RUNS -- McCovey, S.F., 44;
K lobster, Minn., 44;
problems.
R.Jeck son, NW..
Team High 3 Games MC
covering from a pulled lee Petrocelli,
Men:
H.Aaron, All, 47; L.May, CM.. 36: Per.:.
Bost., 39, Powell, Balt., 37.
34; VAnn, Ploarst„ 37.
Country Kitchen
Loaves of Bread
3005 Jun Neale
muscle, is an uncertain starter STOLEN BASES - Harper, See., 70; CM.,
585
STOLEN BASES - Bradt, St.L.. $2;
"I
know
Mutual of Omaha
people
061t., 53; Kelly. K.C.. 39;
CaMpanerls,
2991 T. C. Hargrove
Margin, Hoest., It; Bends, S.F., 41;
will
start Saturday night against Texas
550
Toyer, Minn., 3111, Foy, K.C., 36.
Wills, L.A., 39; Teton. Cin., 25.
T. V Service Center
2876 Vernon Riley
537 saying, 'there he goes. crying, ALM.
PITCHING (14 DecititliSsl-moose, PItt.
PITCHING 114 Decisions) - Palmer.
Teem High Single Gem* (SC)
carrying two loaves of bread,'
High Ind. 3 Games 14C
Tackle Bob Asher was named LIR., 14-3, .124, 2.30; McLain, DM., 13-7.. 11.3. .716, 3.14; 'Seaver, N V., 22-7, .759,
Maloney, (in. 10-1 .714, 7.71;
211,
.767, 2.75; McNally, Silt. 19-4, ./40. 3.191
Mutual of Omaha
902 Men:
but the tact remains right now offensiv.e captain of Vanderbilt .1.
RiesSao. Chic., 12.5, .760, 3.51: Singer,
Ferry, Minn., 19-6, .760. 211; Odern.
679, 1.93.
Team SIngl• Gem* HC
A..
199,
L
Jim Neale
we're
not
as
good a team as and end Noel Stahl was desig- 019., 13-5,-.755, 249
609
STRIKEOUTS - J•Milne, Chic., Si;
STRIKEOUTS - McDowell, Cleve, 156,
Liailie)es
1034 Vernon Riley
5e7 most people seem to think," nated defensive captain for the SAWA,
')OE Ofice Whit* oode.all
SU..
745; 1).Witson, Nous: , 313,
Gibson,
166;
Calif.,
Messersmith,
..41 lose. •.1.41
De., 245;
Simper, L.A...322: Olorker, Nous:, 210.
1111 141I6 Sew* Game (IC) T. C. Hargrove
592 Paterno says.
Michigan game. Kentucky went CM', Bost.. 177; McLain, OH, 167.
By FRED McMANE
UPI Sports Writer
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Unitas Is Out To Prove
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Mrs. J. B. Burkeen

1Decut-74611*via
Here's more
haircut hassles!
By Abigail Van Buren
DEAR ABBY: Last week I went to Chicago for my
nephew's Bar Mitzvah. [I live in New York.] I SAW many
relatives there I hadn't seen in a long time. One nephew I
didn't even recognize. He had a beard like he just came out
of the Klondike, and bushy hair, like a girl's. He's not
a
hippie. He's a real smart college kid. I was shocked, and told
him right to his face that I thought he looked disgraceful.
Toward the end of the evening this bearded long-haired
nephew came over to me and said, "Uncle Dave, I've been
watching you all evening, and you must have smoked a pack
of cigarets. I'll make a deal with you, if you will quit
smoking, I'll cut my hair and shave off my beard." Without
even thinking I said, "It's a deal!" Then I added
one
condition. He',. let me "supervise" the haircut. He agreed,
and the next m 3rning we went to the barbershop and he got
the works.
It's been six days and seven hours since I've had a
cigaret, and for a heavy smoker like I was for 36 years, this
is rough! But I am going to try my best to keep my part of
the bargain.
How do you Wte that kid doing what he did for his old
uncle?
UNCLE DAVE

Saturday, September 20
The Murray Hi-Y Club will
sponsor a car wash at the Wiehy
Washy Car Wash, Story Avenue, from nine a.m. to five
p.m. Price will be $1.75. Call
753-1469 for pickup and delivery.
• ••
catered
buffet
Pregame
by House of Grace will b
served at the Calloway County
Country Club from 5:30 p.m. to
7:30 p.m prior to the Murray
State University football game
For reservations call Messrs
and Mesdames John Gregory,
Virgil Harris, Harold Hopper,
Chad Stewart, or Donald Tucker by Thursday. A record dance
will be from 10 p.m. to one

•

•

•

Miss Linda Kay Harris Becomes Bride
Of Larry Lee Gilmore In Beautiful
Ceremony At First Baptist Church

Phone 753-1917 or 753-4947

hall of the church. Miss Marty
Dillon of Centralia, Illinois,
presided at the register table
and Mrs. James Brown, mother
of the maid of honor, greeted
the guests at the head of the
Edward Veazey, TVA Conservationist, is pictured with
receiving line. Receiving t he
of the MORI* Department of the Murray Woman's
members
guests with the couple were
Club. The department enjoyed • tour of the Land Between
their parents and the bride's
the Lakes on Thursday. Pictured left to right. Mrs. Albert
attendants.
Crider, Veazey, Mrs. John D. Stamps, Mrs. Noel Millugin,
Miller,
Charles
Robert
Mrs.
Mrs. Humphrey Key, and Mrs. Carl Lockhart,
Sr., decorated for the occasion
and invited the guests to the
table to be served.
The bride's table was coverMrs. Virginia Crawford Dun
ed with a white floor length
can of Monticello is the guest
taffeta cloth overlaid with
of her parents, Mr. and Mrs
white net. The four corners
Charlie Crawford, West Main
and other vantage points were
The Home Departmeui. o f Street. Last weekend the group
draped and caught with yellow
starburst daisies. Centering the the Murray Woman's Club open- visited in Memphis. Tenn., and
Ark.
table was a five branch silver ed the 1969-70 club year on Blytheville, •
••
candelabra holding burning tap- Thursday with a trip to the Gown Wears Well
Lakes.
the
Between
Land
ers and an arrangement of yelST. LOUIS UPI) -Members of the department
low starburst daisies and tube
Kari Ann Missell was baptized
EduConservation
roses. The four tiered wedding visited the
in an old fatally christening
cake was topped with a bride cational Center to see films on robe made in 1880. She was
area.
the
of
development
the
and groom standing at the foot
the 10th infant to wear the
of a silver cross entwined with Other points of interest were gown for christening. sari Ann
two silver wedding rings. The visited later in the afternoon. and the late Mrs. Prances
Mrs. Humphry Key was in Knopp -Harmon, christened in
cake and silver punch bowl
were garlanded with jade, tube charge of arrangements for the 1880, both were born on Nov. 8
'day and introduced Edward
roses and daisies.
The register table was cover- Veazey of the TVA Center. He 0/1111/101=11111MIIIN
ed with a taffeta and net cloth told of the work being done for
identical to the bride's table. the youth at the Center.
Lunch was served at the
A five branch silver candelabra holding white tapers ac- Conservation Educational Cencompanied the bride's book. ter.
Mrs. John D. Stamps, chairThe pen was decorated with
yellow daisies and lilies of the man of the Home Department,
presided at the business sessvalley.
The windows held arrange ion. The minutes were read by
ments of -ivy, tube roses, yel- the secretary, Mrs. Noel Melt/-..._
low daisies and white burning gin, and the treasurer's report
tapers. rn the center of the was given by Mrs. Carl Lockroom stood an antique reading hart.
Mrs. Albert Crider gave the
The
stand holding a large white
open Bible placed on a drape devotion telling that to live in
of white taffeta and greenery this day, a time of change is a
tikOka/(41q0it,,
Immediately above the Bible challenge to Christian women.
were three white candles in an She closed with prayer.
New members welcomed were
hostess can help you
arrangement of ivy, tube roses
over the anxiety of getand two yellow daisies. The Mrs. Orvis Hendricks and Mrs.
ting acquainted in new
open Bible showed a colored Joseph Raines.
Hostesses for the day were
picture and the words "The
surroundings and make
Ministry of Jesus", which were Mesdames T. C. Doran, Noel
you feel at "Home
marked by white satin ribbons Melugin, R. M. Miller, Albert
Sweet Home," again. Crider, Alfred Taylor, John
tied with tube roses.
She will bring,gifts an
The wedding cake was cut Stamps, and Quinton Gibson.
vital information from
and served by Mrs. Rudolph
your neighborhood busiHoward, Sunday School teacher Hodge. Those attending from
ness and civic leaders.
of the bride, arid Miss Rita Paducah were Mr. and Mrs.
Hurd of Murray. Presiding at Dan
Don Clilmort;
' Mr. and Mils. Dan
Call
the punch bowl was Miss Patsy Gilmore, MIN. Lelia Gilmore,
Phone 753-2378
Copeland of Paducah. Assist- Miss Brenda Marshall, Howard
ing with the table also were Atkinson, Mrs. Alice Watson,
the bride's aunts, Mrs. Norman Mrs. Maudie Wells, Mr. and
The Most
Culpepper and Mrs. H. T. Dan- Mrs. Tommy Quimby, Mr. and
Famous Basket
ner of Murray and Mrs. Ken- Mrs. George Quimby, Mr. and
in the World z
neth Morris of Belleville, Illin Mrs. Clarence Travis, Mr. and
ois.
Mrs. David Travis, Mr. and Mrs.
Others assisting at the re- Guy Buchanan, Mr. and Mrs. %11=1111111111111111MM110
ception were Miss Susan Tess- James Fortson, Mr. and Mrs.
eneer, Miss Kathy Simmons and Charles Stone, Mike and DebMiss Sheila Morris of Belle- bie.
FREE Billy Graham Movie
ville, cousin of the bride. Miss
Rehearsal Dinner
Jill Morris of Belleville, cousin
Mr. and Mrs. Don Gilmore.
of the bride, passed out rice Parents of the groom, were
bags tied with emerald green hosts for the rehearsal dinner
ribbon.
held on Friday evening, August 29 at eight o'clock in the
Wedding Trip
Red Room of the Holiday Inn.
After the reception, the couThe U shaped table was covple left for a wedding trip to
ered with a white cloth and
the Smoky Mountains and Gatcentered with a beautiful arlinburg, Tennessee. The bride
rangement of red and white
toomkag1lkeas
was wearing a grey heavy linen
sleeveless dress with white col- carnations and tube roses flanks
m
iar
scovs*
esx
iAr
ed by white candles.
lar and black patent trim. Black
The
guest
list
included
the
kid
black
bag,
patent shoes,
gloves and a white full length wedding party and their famicoat completed her attire. At lies, parents and grandparents
of the couple. Covers were laid
her shoulder was pinned a corsage of white rose buds from for thirty people.
The bride and groom exher bouquet.
Rev. and Mrs. Gilmore Are changed gifts and presented
now residing at 700C Warren- gifts to each of their attendCollege, ants.
Georgetown
dale,

Home Department
Makes Tour Land
Between The Lakes

11.11L
•••

Sunday, September 21
The old Calloway Court
House will be open from two to
five p.m.
•••
Monday, September 21
The Beta Sigma Phi sorority
will meet at the Community
Center, Ellis Drive, at 7:30 p.m.
•••
The South Pleasant Grove
Homemakers Club will meet at
the home of Mrs. Dennis Boyd
at one p.m.
•••

The Creative Arts Depart.
ment of the Murray Woman's
Club will meet at the club
DEAR UNCLE DAVE: He must love you a let.
house at 9:30 a.m. Hostesses
Congratulations. But don't "cheat," unless you want your
will be Mesdames Jack Anderson, Charles Archer, and
nephew to return to his former image.
Jack Blackwell.
• ••
DEAR ABBY: I would like to ask "Disgusted," what is
The Great Books Discussion
her opinion is a NORMAL haircut?
group will meet at the MurrayIn George Washington's day, men wore their hair
Calloway County Library at
shoulder Vength, usually powdered, and caught in the back
seven p.m.
• ••
with a black ribbon. And George Washington was neither
effeminate or abnormal.
The Ruth Sunday School Class
Miss Linda Kay Harris became attached to a head-piece of lilof the First Baptist Church will the bride of Larry Lee Gilmore ies of the valley and pearls.
Suppose your son were to say to you, "Ma. I wish you'd
meet at the home of Mrs. Vern- on August 30 at the First Bapwear a normal hemline!" Exactly what length would that
She carried a bouquet of
on Nance, Dogwood Drive West, tist Church in Murray. Bra. white rose buds, tube roses and
be/
at 7:30 p.m.
Harold Allen of Gallatin, Ten- lilies of the valley on a white
Styles change constantly, and like it or not, "this too
• ••
nessee, formerly of Paducah bride's Bible, a gift of t h e
shall pass." A GRANDMOTHER: MIDDLEBORO, MASS.
Tuesday, September 23
and Dr. H. C. Chiles, pastor of groom.
Elementary the church, performed the imThe' Kirksey
The bride's maid of honor
DEAR ABBY: Re all the talk about long hair and
School PTA will meet at the pressive double ring ceremonV was Miss Barbara Brown of
beards: My son's hair is moderate, but he did grow a beard
school at 1:30 p.m. Charlie Las- in a candlelight setting at seven Murray. She wore a formal
while he was in college because he took the part of Macduff
siter will be the speaker and o'clock in the evening.
gown of emerald green peau de
in Macbeth and the director was striving for realism and all
the seventh grade mothers will
The bride is the daughter of soie featuring a scooped neckbe the hostesses.
the male members of the cast were asked to grow their own
Mr. and Mrs. Marvin Harris, line and bell sleeves. The em•••
1640 Olive, Murray and the pire waist line was centered in
beards_
Wednesday, September 24
groom is the son of Mr. and front with a long flat bow. The
Then my son went into the Army, and he had to shave
The ladies day luncheon will Mrs. Don Gilmore, 122 Lake- graceful skirt was easy A-line.
his beard because beards are not allowed in the Army. This
be served at noon at the Cab' side Drive, Paducah.
Her head-piece was a semiis to laugh because one of his forebears served with the
way County Country Club with
The altar of the church was circle bow, 'designed of the
Union Army in the Civil War, and HE wore a beard, and
the hostesses being Mesdames centered with a Barcelona nice same material, adorning the
I have the photos to prove it.
Robert 0. Miller, James Boone, branch tree candelabra hold- back of the head. She ware
Now that my son is home again he grew his beard back,
Eugene Flood,, James Frank, ing white tapers and an ar matching shoes and short white
and whenever we are out somewhere, someone has to make
Bill Hina, Bill Holt, Albert rangement of white mums, gloves. She carried a colonial
Koertner, John Livesay, Tip jade and a large white satin bouquet of white starburst porn
a comment about his beard. I am in my sixties, and . . .
Miller, Hugh Oakley, Louis C bow. Immediately in front of porn daisies with long white
NOT DISTURBED.
MRS. E. L. B.: MICHIGAN
Ryan, and Charles Sexton.
this stood three single Cathed- satin streamers tied in love
•••
ral candelabras. The center held knots.
DEAR ABBY: I cannot understand all the commotion
The Welcome Wagon New- a large Cathedral candle, which
The bridesmaids were Miss
about whiskers and long hair. My parents were married in
comers monthly bridge club will remained unlighted until the Rita Harris, sister of the bride,
1867, and their wedding picture shows my father, his best
meet in the cafeteria of the close of the ceremony. when Miss Melissa Trevathan, a n d
man and the minister with long beards and shoulder-length
Student Union Building, MSU, the bride and groom united the Miss Rita Ryan all of Murray.
hair, and they were certainly respectable and responsible
at 7:30 p.m. with Mrs. Robert flames of the two side candles, Their attire and bouquets were
Kiniball as hostess.
thus signifing the uniting of identical to that of the honor
PeoPk•••
two lives as one. Two large attendant.
I have lived well over 90 years, and have seen fads come
Thursday, Soptombor 2.5
Visa Susan Gilmore of Owenswhite pedestals holding Grecand go, but I have yet to see one that stirred up such a furor
The Zeta Department of the ian Urns of white mums, six boro, niece of the groom, was
as long hair and whiskers. It seems to me that there is a lot
Murray Woman's Club will green fern trees and two six the bride's flower girl. She
of energy being wasted that could be put to better use.
meet at the club house at 7:30 teen branch spiral candelabras wore a floor length dress of
ONE OLD LADY
p.m. with Dr. Samuel R. Dod- holding white tapers complet- emerald green peau de sole
son, Jr., as speaker. Hostesses ed the all green and white sett- designed similar to the other
DEAR ABBY: Jesus wore long hair, a beard and sandals
are Mesdames James R. All- ing.
attendants. The pretty little
and I'm sure if He were walking around that way today nobody
The aisles of the church were trunette wore a matching boss
britten, H. B. Bailey, Jr., Jack
would call HIM a "hippie." Can you give me a definition of a
Bailey, Owen Barber, William marked by sixteen arrange. in her hair. Her gloves were
ments of white candles, jade, white and she carried a white
Barker, and Max Beale.
hippie?
JERRY
• ••
tube roses and white satin lace basket and dropped yelDEAR JERRY: No. But if someone can give ME a good
hoWs. The candles were lighted low petals in the path of the
Saturday, September 7/
definition of a hippie I'll gladly print it.
by the groom's older twin bto- bride.
The Alpha Department o thers, Don Gilmore of Owens
Mike Greer of Vandalia, Ohio,
the Murray Woman's Club will born and Dan Gilmore of Pa- served
Everybody has • problem. What's yours? Far a personal
as the groom's best man.
have a luncheon meet at the ducah.
reply write to Abby, Box 07110, Los Angeles, Cal. Me, and
The groomsmen and ushers
club house at noon. Mrs. Don
Preceding the ceremony Mrs. were Dan Gilmore of Paducah
onetime a stamped, self-addressed envelope.
Keller will be special guest. John- Bowker presented t he and Don Gilmore of
OwensboMesdames
Hostesses
be
will
Hate to mite letters? Send $1 to Abby, Box MO, las
organ
following
selections: ro and Jerry Don Culpepper,
William Barker, J. I. Hosick, "Jesu, Joy of Man's Desiring" cousin of
Angeles, Cal. WNW for Abby's booklet, "Hew to Write Lettere
the bride.
G. B. Scott, P. k Hart, Leland by Bach, "0 Perfect Love" by
The bride's mother chose for Georgetown, Kentucky, where
for
Oceasless."
Owen, and Miss Cappie Beale. Barnby, "More Love To The" her daughter's wedding
a frock he is a senior and pastor of the
by Doane-Wilson, "Adore and of Lyric raw silk in a delicate
Mt. Olivet Baptist Church, Mt.
Princeton, and Mr. and Mrs. One and Mr. and Mrs. Sanford Be Still" by Goutiod, "If With shade of gold. The lower edge Olivet, Kentucky. Mrs. Gilmore
All Your Heart" by Mendels- of the yoke and the short
S. D. Loyd of Benton.
is employed in the office of
Knight of Hardin Route One.
s hn, and "Wedding Bells" by sleeves were finished with hea• ••
• ••
The Development Services and
Peele.
Miss
Treva
Everley,
savy
matching
lace
trim
highMr. and Mrs. Don Dugger of
Business Research on UniverTina Denice is the name cho- 1 ,ist from Rockport, sang "0 lighted with tiny cream pearls. sity of Kentucky campus in
Murray Route One announce
Mr. and Mrs. William Tho- the birth of a daughter, Kimb- sen by Mr. and Mrs. Larry Love That Will Not Let Us Go" She wore a matching whimsey, Lexington.
mas Loyd. 820 North 20th erly Denice, weighing seven Thorn of Benton Route Four by Matheson-Peace and "Say shoes and gl3ves and carried
In addition to those attendStreet, Murray, are the parents pounds three ounces, born on for their baby girl, weighing i -or, Like A Shepherd Lead Us" a small gold bag. Her corsage
ing from Murray were Mrs.
Thrupp-Bradbury.
of a baby girl, Lizabeth, weigh- Wednesday, September 17, at six pounds nine ounces, born on by
Mike was a cymbidium orchid pinnKenneth Morris, Sheila, Jill and
ing seven pounds seven ounces, 10:52 p.m. at the Murray-Cal- Wednesday, September 17, at Greer, Vandalia, Ohio standing ed at her shoulder.
Mark of Belleville, Ill.; Mr. and
born on Tuesday, September loway County Hospital.
The grocm's mother wore a Mrs. Charles Dillon, Marty and
6:31 p.m. at the Murray-Callo• with the couple as best man
sang "The Wedding Prayer" by dress of light apricot color
16. at 9:15 p.m. at the MurrayThey have one son, Darrell, way County Hospital.
Janice of Centrallia, Ill.; Miss
Williams at the close of the crepe fashioned easy A-line
Calloway County Hospital.
age seven. Mr. Dugger is with
Treva Everley, Rockport; Mr
ceremony.
The
"Bridal Chorus" with long sleeves and a high
the Tri-State Tree Company.
They have another daughter,
and Mrs. Gilvie Lamb, Oakland.
by Wagner and the traditional roll collar. She chose a matchMrs. Lucy Dugger of Murray Tammy, age seven. Mr.
Grandparents are Mr. and
Thorn "Wedding March" by Mendels ing whimsey, shoes and small Indiana; Mr. and Mrs. Robert
Mrs. Edwin Jacob of Prince- Route One and Mr. and Mrs ir employed with his father.
s3hn were used for the bride's bag. Her gloves were white Gilmore, Belleville, Illinois,
Knight of
Hardir
Mrs Phil Watson, Memphis,
Grandparents are Mr. and entrance and the
ton and Mr. and Mrs. William lurble
processional. lace with apricot trim. Her
Tennessee:
MT. and Mrs. Hollis
Loyd of Marion. Great grand- Route One are the grandpar- Mrs. Raymond Thorn of Almo
Bride's Dress
shoulder corsage was a cym- Marshall,
Louisville; Miss Libparents are Paul R. Adams of ents. The maternal great grand- and Mr. and Mrs. Clay JohnThe
bride,
given
in
marriage
orchid.
bidium
by Sweet, Corbin; Mr. and Mrs
Marion, Mrs. Ruth Jacob of parents are Mr. and Mrs. Elm ston of Benton. Great grand- by her father, was
radiant in
Mrs. B. K. Trevathan, mater- Tom Moody,
er Rudolph of Hardin Route parents are Edward Henson end
Dwight, Debby and
her
formal
gown
of
white peau nal grandmother of the bride,
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Byers, all
Denna,
Florissant,
Missoun,
de
&lie, which was fashioned wore a gold knit dress and
of Hardin, and Albert Johnston
Mr. and Mrs. Bill Fortson, Car.
and
made
by
her
mother.
with
The
whimsey
black
accessor
of Benton.
empire waist line was hugged ies. Mrs. Lelia Gilmore of Pa bondale, Illinois; Mrs. Milburn
•••
by a bias fold of self material ducah, paternal grandmother of Dunn and Patty, Atlanta, Geor
ending
in small bows at •'oh the groom was attired in a soft gia, Mr. and Mrs. Harold Smith
A baby boy, named Patrick
Come To
side
front.
From each boy. and pink knit dress with white ac- and Gary, Mt. Olivet; Mr. and
Arthur, weighing eight pounds
Mrs. Douglas Cox, Evansville
extending
to
the floor acre cessories. The groom's materfourteen ounces, was born to
Indiana; Jim Smith, Burke&
double
rows
of
softly
shirred nal grandmother, Mrs. Dan
Mr. and Mrs Michael T. Chapville; Edward Dykstra, Frederman of Mayfield Route Two on lace beaded with pearls. The Proctor of Evansville, Indiana, ick, Maryland; Miss Shirley
high neck line was encircled wore * deep pink knit dress
Wednesday, September 17, at
with the same lace and pearl with white accessories. All Culpepper, Bowling Green; Mr.
and Try our
948 p in at the Murray-Callotrim
The sleeves were sh ,rt three grandmothers wore cor- and Mrs. Don Gilmore and Suway C..ounty Hospital.
san, Owensboro; Mrs. Thelma
and finished with a bias lid sages of white carnations.
* FRESH KY LAKE CATFISH
The new father is employed
Nichols, Evansville, Indiana;
identical
to
and
falling
in
line
Mrs.
Ben
Trevathan
of
Murat the General Tire and RubMr. • and Mrs. Dan Proctor,
* COUNTRY HAMS AND STEAKS
with the empire waist. The de- say directed the wedding.
ber Comniiny, Mayfield.
Evansville, Indiana.
tachable chapel length train
Private Dining Room (call for reservations)
Grandparents are Mr. a n d
Attending from Princeton,
R•caption
flowing from the empire line
Mrs. A. L. Chapman of Camer6 a.m. to 10 p.m.
7 Days a Week
Kentucky were Dennis Goodwas completely outlined with
on, Mo., and Mr. and Mrs. For—
I. C. Gallimore
—
Following the ceremony, the win, Brent L. Caldwell, Miss
shirred lace headed with pearls
rest G. Patterson of Turney,
identical to the dress Her el- bride's parents entertained with Kathy Jones, Miss Donna Par.
Mo.
bow length veil of illusion was a reception in the fellowship ent, Tom Atwood and Wayne
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MURRAY STATE
UNIVERSITY AUDITORIUM
September 28,

By United Press International
First things first is a good
rulesof thumb to use in painting. Begin with the ceiling of
the room. Next, walls should
be painted beginning at an
upper left hand corner and
working down to the floor. If
you're left-handed, Just reverse
the order. Woodwork and trim
should be painted last.
• • •
To prevent tangled
strings, put aprons in a
net bag before putting
into the washer with
items.

n, II

TWO SHOWINGS DAILY
6 8. 8:30 P.M.

Get Free Tickets
Murray Federal
Savings and
Loan Office
SO4 E. Main

apron
nylon
them
other

Hc

from Sponsor

p.

See: Allen Rose or
Bruce Thomas

Tired of Your Own Cooking?

HAZEL CAFE

Ii

to

Dale & Stubblefield
WILL OPEN THIS SUNDAY
for your Drug, Prescription and
Sunday Needs
WF: WILE HE OPEN from
till 11 and I till 5

We
Ha
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BE sure to
drown all fires.

s pictured with
,urray Woman's
Land Between
ht, Mrs. Albert
Noel Melugin,
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10 Land Between The Lakes
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to he' energized in a. way that
it has not been for many weeks
- the worms are more wiggly;
the minnows more frisky as
they are placed beside a fallen treetop to lure out a hungry bass.
These days are made for fishBY
ing and aside from the aestheField trial clubs will have a
tember
20.
The
gun
hunt,
schenew area to work their bird and
tic values there's food for the
duled for November 21 and 22,
rabbit dogs in Land Between
table to be had, also.
T
H
ARRI
OviLES
will be held In that portion of
the Lakes this fail. A big field
Rocky banks, slate slides
September and October days is glory time again as the wane
Land Between the Lakes north
long a deep bank, fallen treetrial area (approximately 1,000
of U. S. Highway 88, exclus- bring out the black bass fish- beams of the sun permeate the
acres) has been developed in
tops, logs all but submerged
ive of the Conservation Educa- ermen. The reason is simple air.
the southern portion of Land
alongside the bank, bushes and
The
"come
black
to
bass
The
.
water
.
.
.
temperatures
tion Center where no hunting
have
Between the Lakes running
life" during these cooler days; cooled considerably yet not shrubs emergent from the W3from the Panther Bay-Dry Fork is allowed. Fourteen hundred are more active and mose su- enough to "freeze"
ter, sumerged stumps—all of
the fisherthese places are ideal for the
Bay area on Kentucky Lake hunters will be selected by sceptable to a flashing lure, as man as he braves
the spray
across the isthmus to the Bear computerized
drawing from artificial nightcrawler, a pop- thrown up by his motor. The black bass in fall months. There
he'll hide as he hungrily awaits
Creek area of Lake Barkley. those who apply. Applications ping bug or wornts and min- long shadows of the
morning
for the gun hunt may be ob- nows. It's a time when the fish and afternoon make for ideal a tempting morsel tossed his
Six courses have been laid out,
tained from local conservation begin to take on winter fat casting along deep banks, off way. The good bass fisherman
and numerous food plots have
officers, any information sta- which will sustain than in the rocky points and indeed in the will not pass over such spots
been planted throughout the aption in Land Between the cold days of December and Jan inlets and bays.
lightly—he'll cast and cast and
proximately seven - mile -long
Lakes, or by writing the WIcl- uary, if they are fortunate enIt is a time to be enjoyed by cast right into the same spot,
area. Representatives from field
for he knows that a bass is
life Office, Land Between the ough to escape the fisherman's the fishermen whether or
not
trial clubs in western Tennesmore than apt to be present
Lakes, P. 0. Box 27, Golden lure.
he
catches
fish
and
apparently
see and Kentucky have ridden
Pond, Kentucky 42231. BowThese days are pleasant days it is a time also of much pleas- in these locations. He has found
over the area on horseback and
that unless the lure is presenthunters can also get their Land for the fishermen, too. The sun ure for the fish as they
described the site as an excelenjoy ed
correotly at the right time,
Between the Lakes hunting per- is not too hot nor is the wind water temperatures that are
not in the
lent field trial area. Field trial
mits for deer and wild turkey to cold. It may be right chilly too high nor too cold.
right position and retrievAnd if ed
clubs who are interested in at
any of the infermation sta- at night but the next morning live bait is used, that too
correctly—Mr. Bass probably
seems will
reserving the area after Oc- tions
only pay it passing attenin Land Between the
tober 1 should contact the
on. But once the lure or bait
Lakes. The bow seasons for
Wildlife Office. Land Between deer
hits a responsive chord, the
and wild turkey will be
the Lakes, P. 0. Box 27, Golden October
bass will burst from his lounge
18 to November 8 and
Pond, Kentucky, phone area December
and hit the lure with the fury
20 to December 31.
code 502-924-5602.
of jet propulsion . which actually may have had its beginning
with the swerve of the black
FISHING IN THE
bass.
TWIN LAKES
BUFFALO TO ARRIVE
A more patient fislunan —
FRIDAY MORNING
and patience is the greatest
Big, flasher-type spinners of
attribute of a pro fisherman
the bushwhacker type with pork
—will cast the rocky points
frog or strip are taking good
over and over and over. One
strings of largemouth bass in
of these rocky points will have
Lake Barkley in the old flooda concentration of black bass,
ed fence rows and roadbeds
feeding. Once found the good
near the main lake. Best catchfisherman will repeatedly cast
es are being taken in the stickthis area; move to another
ups in three to eight feet of
point (if he has not caught his
water by casting directly into
limit) and try to find another
or beyond the brush and workcafeteria, and then re-turn to
ing the bait back. Several bass
the original site of his catch.
are also being taken by jigging
By all means a fisherman
plastic works in the stickups ashould fish again and again a
long the flooded roadbeds and
spot where he has caught black
fence rows. Some bass are bebass for the simple reason that
The long-awaited buffalo
ing taken on surface lures, alwhatever it was that attracted
scheduled to arrive in Land Be- though surface fishing hasn't
the school which he made his
tween the Lakes early Friday reached its fall peak. At KenInitch will be present at another
morning, September 19. No es- tucky Lake good cathces of
time to attract another group.
timated time of arrival can be crappie are being reported in
This is why most usually a good
established until the buffalo the Jonathan Creek and Blood
fisherman is the fellow who
leave Medora sometime Wed- River areas on minnows along
fishes often. He knows better
nesday afternoon. The herd of the old river channel at 15 to
the areas in which to fish
20 animals being shipped from
simply because he has previousTheodore Roosevelt National 20 feet. Scattered catches of
ly caught fish from these spots,
Memorial Park near Medona, largemouth bass are being takand he'll visit those same areas
North Dakota, will be unloaded en on plastic worms in the
again and will in al likelihood
in their new 100-acre home near stump beds near the mouth of
catch another string of fish.
the former site of Model, Ten- the major creeks and bays
The black bass will offer daynessee. This will be one of Surface fishing is improving in
long fishing during September
the few, if not the only, herds the early morning and Late afand Octolxr. They'll be availof puhlically-owned buffalo in ternoon. The water in both lakes
able close to the shore, in shalthe eastern United States.
is clear and falling slightly at
low water early and late and
elevation 356.6 Water tempermay be taken with surface lures
ature ranges from 72 to 78 deand popping bugs etc. and durSEPTEMBER 20 DEADLINE greeS.
ing midday they'll be found in
FOR DEER GUN HUNT
the deeper water, but still in
For
additional
APPLICATION
information
an area where there is a hidwrite or phone:
ng place.
John S. Lyon
So, for a fall day well spent,
All hunters who would like
Reports Editor
try black bass fishing in one
to participate in the drawing
Land Between the Lakes
of Kentucky's fine black bass
for the quota gun hunt for deer
Tenn. Valley Authoority
IT'S THE FISH YOU'RE TO LOOK AT It is a 44-pound, 8-ounce
lakes. And as a safeguard, take
in the Kentucky portion of Land
Golden Pond, Ky. 42231
striped bass, the biggest caught off Newburyport, Mass., in
along a shotgun. You may get
Between the Lakes must have
Phone: Area Code (502) 924a decade. Mrs. Susan J. Loiselle, 22. Claremont, N.H., poses
yourself a mess of squirrels,
their applications in by Sep- 5802
with her surf catch Her I,;nt was a sea worm.
too.

er N
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tY STATE
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21,

Phone 753-2571
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Saturday Night, September 27 at The Twin Lakes
Coonhunters Club
Sunday,September 28at Hickman County Coon Club
The Twin Lakes Club House and Grounds are
located 2 Miles East of Hardin, Ky. on Hwy. 80
The Hickman County Coon Club House and Grounds
are located near Clinton, Kentucky
$500.00 Finals if 60 Dags ... If Not 80%
Entries Fees will be $6.00 - Re-Entries also $6.00
Entries will Close at 7:30 Saturday Night
Entries will Close at 1:00 on Sunday
$250.00 Finals Will Be Payed from Both Clubs if as
many as 60 dogs are entered in each event. If not 80%.
Swim in 4 Div....
1st - $90. 2nd - $70. 3rd - $50. 4th - $40.
Will pay for I at line and I at tree in each division.
One dcig can win both.

POND BUILT SPECIALLY .FOR SWIMMING DM
._The__PoncLI.L315--fect-Long and IS feet Wide
KlitHEN WILL BE OPEN FOR BUSINESS
grounds wattie
—tiolieed.-Anyone causing trouble
of any kind will be removed from grounds and forfeit
entry fees. Judges decision final.
THE PUBLIC IS INVITED
For Information Call:
or
Alfred Kell
Clinton, Ky.,
Gary Atkins 437-5581
Pres., Twin Lakes Club Pres., Hickman Co. Club

.1•10.

•
No overexertion heti. This family-type group isn't wrenching any muscles, or overstraining
any hearts.

FINS 'N FEATHERS
FRIENDS

MURRAY HOME& AUTO

labWilat

WATER RACES

SUE and
CHARLIE'S
Famous Fish Dinners
with Hush Puppies
Highway U

Aurora, Ey.

VINGS DAILY
II:30 P.M.

)e Tickets
Sponsor

r Federal
igs and
Office

;. Main

Harmon Wkitnell

WARD - ELKINS

STOP
AND F ILL-UP
AT

Our New Gun Department
Is Now Open!

1•

TAYLOR
MOTORS

All Makes of Guns

OIL PRODUCTS

WE'LL TRADE FOR ANYTHING!

,n Rose or
Thomas

ield

LIBERTY
Super Market

1NDAY
on and

Ufiffi) CARS
100 MINOR REPAIRS

4Mati
.1
rta,

* Phone 753-5862 *

Murray Sport and Marino
We Give Treasure Chest Stain
OPEN EVEZY EVENING UNTIL
MIDNIGHT
Easel Highway

Murray, Sentucry

N. 4th 'STREET MURRAY
It sad Mau Streets
Murray, Kaatooky
VERBLE TAYLOR

•

C. & GAM.I&

Raioat
assic.o4aosi g Bata .2)ach

..“'"eff2-44344. Sp-44:019S

Catfish

G AND H MOBILE HOMES
NEW 8. USED

Broasted Chicken and Sea Foods
...^1 F., SERVICE AND
PARK RENTAL
s• ONE MILK EAST OF Nc

Dinners - Short Orders

OFFICE PH

753.655,5

I'V/IVIrd"
0
, /
LOVIL.
- WILLIAMS
Owner.

NEW CONCORD
PHONE

KENTuCKv

436 5496

)OH' 0 GROGAN

753-2965

HOME P14

436-500.
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ETV Network MURRAY HI...
arden Path Completes
First Phase

Down the

MURRAY, KENTUCKY

SATURDAY — SEPTEMBER '10, 1960

PAM

1

Mulch Will
The
E greens

-, n
hams to lripp Williams fell in Protect
- complete on the next play and
(Continued From Page Ono

Brandon punted 38 yards on
fourth down to l'eLayfield's May.
. --ver
field who returned the ball 13
yards to the Cardinal 28 yard
line.
The falling leaves that will
The first phase of the KenThe Red Birds picked up
Television their fourth first down on a 41 be drifting by your window this
Educational
tucky
By Mrs. W. P. WiLL1AMS
NEW 1
Network will be completed SeP- yard end sweep by quarterback fall can help protect your everKies 1
tember 17 with the dedication David Fowler but Murray held greens from "winter burn". Thnum. I
As we look through the many petals. Many of the dwarf types of the 12th station, Channel 54 the Cardinal charge for the next ey can help, that is, if you make
.new catalogues that are arriving have mottled and marked foliage in Northern Kentucky. This sta- four downs and took over pos. the proper use of them.
to VP]
does a
"Winter burn" is actually dawith such handsome plants, to add to their attraction.
tion completes the network of session on their own 25.
SQUAWS
'shrubs and trees, we may But their best characteristic is ETV signals to every part of the
After banging out one first aiage that occurs when roots
lel 20
overlook some of the lovlier that they are permanent and will state.
down the Tigers elected to imprisoned in hard, cool soil
es Pail
blooming plants that come under remain undisturbed for years,
The occasion marks the first quick-kick on third and seven. are unable to replace the moisthe classification of miniatures. blooming with increasing vigor anniversary of ETV which began teen and Brandon booted the ture lost through the foliage durWe have mentioned before, the each year.
broadcasting last fall. Gov. Louie ball 25 yards to the Mayfield ing periods of warm winter weaSUPER
ther. According to the American
miniature roses that are such a There are also such dainty 13, Nunn put the network on the 31.
Blue I
Mayfield gained 29 yards in Association of Nurserymen, a
treat with their tiny perfect small plants as oxalis, grape air.
and u;
rosebuds, but there are a number hyacinth and anemone. Speaking
The Kentucky Congress of Par- three plays before the first blanket of loosely piled leaves,
shampc
Of other plants that are ideal for of grape hyacinth, have you tried ents and Teachers has proclaim- Quarter ended which gave them brush, and dry grass around the
the small yard or vrindor box. the Muscari Plumose, which has ed the week of September 15-21 a second and five on the Tiger base of the tree or shrub providTHREE
CO-ED COUNSELING AT MURRAY STATE — Having finished registering for
40 yard line when the hors es just the simple and effective
In the iris family, there are fluffy plumes and is a delightful "ETV Week in Kentucky".
tral he
the fall ammeter at Murray State University, Debbie Edmonds, freshman from Murray,
several that do not grow over ten lilac color, with long enough
througt
The dedication ceremony will sounded. A holding penalty a- protection needed.
associate proinches high and another group of stems to use in a low take place at 1:30 p.m. at the gainst Mayfield made it 3 down The winter mulch you create talks over Mr schedule of classes with hor advisor, Dr. Harold Eversmayar,
plianca
Miss Edmonds is majoring In biology.
with c
spring flowering varieties that arrangement.
transmitter site located at the and 20 to go and a third down when you rake your lawn should fessor of biology at fitSU.
(Photo by Wilson Woolley)
Scilla is another small plant end of Lookaway Drive Extend- pass attempt from Fowler to be deep enough to store moisset. In
never get over four inches.
Rick Lampkin was broken up ture and warmth, but at the same
Phone '
These tiny ones come in white, that is well worth while. It comes ed in Taylor Mill.
on
the goal line by Murray's time it must be airy. If the
yellow and in shades of blue. in white and pale blue with
knManthis Manchikes (better
They are fine for bordering beds sprays of little bells that look like own to Northern Kentuckians as defensive safety, Danny Car- leaves tend to mat down(as mapIT'S in
le leaves will, for instance),
of taller flowers or for planting in lily of the valley. There is the Pete Mathews) vtill be master of roll.
and up
The Tigers made two first arrange the mulch in thin layers
lovely little hardy California ceremonies, representing the
a rock garden.
tre. R
downs on their second drive of with bits of brush between them.
Among the smaller ones there poppy with its bright colors, and Kentucky Authority for Educatio$1. VII
the
night
but
the
strong
MayA depth of from four to twelve
are the sort that bloom in spring the old favorate Ageratum, and nal Television.
"The V
field
front
line
stalled
the
Murand again in fall. These run ten to Violets either white or purple and
Mrs. Reaford Blazer and mem- ray backs and the Tigers were Inches is indicated, depending
DININC
twelve inches in height and it is a their cousin the Johnny-Jump- bers of the Blazer family of Ash- forced to kick from their own on how cold you think it will be
Ray Harm, noted naturalist wildlife tours in Kentucky State
In
this winter.
pleasure to have them blooming Up, all add so much pleasure and land, representing the Stuart Bla- 43.
and painteia will be at Kaintuck Parks.
Speaking of evergreens, the
thedral
from September till frost. They take so little
zer Foundation, will be among
Both teams had possession of
Territory for the last day of
quet
dainty
but
not
least
is
the
nurserymen
point
Last
out
that
this
will also have a few blooms
the special guests participating the ball one more time each
the
big
music Festival USA,
By BRUCE W. MUNN
server,
is a good time of year to plant
little yellow flower whose hor- in the half-hour program. The before the
during the summer.
Country Fair and Artists and
halftime break and
$350.00.
Among the small daffodil bulbs ticultural name is Ranunculus Stuart Blazer Foundation ,estab- !Tither could get its machine them, and since they keep their
Handicrafts Exhibit, which is
(UPI)—
UNITED
NATIONS
name
good
looks
whose
common
all
year
Repens
and
around
thare the Jonquilla Simplex,
lished by the founder of Ashland rolling. The teams went to the
to be held October 10, 11, 12.
COFFE
Thalia, and there are a few that is crowfoot. It blooms so in- Oil and Refining Company in locker rooms with Mayfield still ey'll be especially welcome in Soviet Foreign Minister Andrei An exhibit of Mr. Harm's
tables.
A.
rejected prints will be on display
Gromyko
the season that's on its way.
are not over four or five inches cessantly and its bright yellow memory of a son who lost his in front 7-0.
753-8461
Plan to plant the shrubs or tre- President Nixon's call for U.N. throughout the three day festihigh. Among these are the "Little lights up the corner where it life in the Korean conflict, pro(Continued From POS. One)
175 CC
Beauty," a hi-color and a grows.
vided the funds for the purchase
Murray was fired-up at the es where you can see them from aid — including Moscow's — in val. mr. Harm will be there on
ded 450
October 12, and will
inch So if you do not have room for of the transmitter site.
little
six
delightful
start of the second half and J. your window for a touch of cold- isersuading Hanoi to agree to a Sunday,
had copse- for a conference.
P. in.
The Northern Kentucky trans- Williams took the Cardinal weather chtiet, As entranceplan- negotiated settlementssof the hold a two hour autograph sea, be
"Canaliculatus" a long name but ttlsigplantsiAtin't despair and
br-'-'think'the - piE6plit
sion.
Vietnam
War.
tings
they'll
flowers.
add
a
special note
mitter will serve primarily the kickoff on the twenty yard line
a little gerti that LS less than eig/it say you can't grow
I
BALDNV
In a policy speech to the Harm has been described as delighted to hear of this
inches high and comes in Choose from the wealth of counties of Kenton, Campbell, and scampered 22 yards to the of welcome.
Rent or
hope we can continue to reAnd if you've been planning to General Assembly Gromyko America's foremost naturalist
clusters. And all these are so very minatures that I think God has Boone, northern Grant and Pen- Murray 42. The Tigers gained
Your o
duce the number of men draftalso
relected_Nixon's
suggestion
might
apve
sense
of
leer
evergreens,
that
we
dleton- as avellas eatreemesoathe three yards- on their first-4re
painter. His paintings-ntwild- ed into the---Arme-d- Wives,"
fragrant as if they were trying to given 4AS SO
Across
to provide a screen or for an arms emoargo for the life show an unusual sensitivity Davidson added.
make up in sweetness what they preciate the little things of life ern portions of Indiana and Ohio. plays from scrimmage in the
Tenn.
and see how necessary they are. It overlaps coverage in the south second half and J. Williams border for a special area of the Middle East. Instead he placed
lack in size.
"The more men we can leave
d, this is a safe season for the blame on Israel for to nature and are authentic to in school and with their wives
their The scheme of life would not be with Channel 52, Owenton, which tossed an eight yard pass to
Tulips
also
have
the
most
minute
detail.
continued
hostilities
with
the
FOUR
Murray
a
first
transplanting. Be sure to dig
serves other northern and cen- Carroll to give
miniatures. The Dasystemon complete without them.
He grew up in a remote area and families, the better," he
pieces
down on the Mayfield 46 yard holes of really ample size, and Arabs.
tral counties.
with its pale yellow and white
of West Virginia, where his said.
The main thrust of Gromy- father, who loved
753-2732
pack the best soil available arA 13th transmitter for beIr line.
clusters reaches a height of about Anti "pig" bill
As for the.administrative dewildlife,
reception to Louisville will be
five or six inches and there is its
The tough Mayfield line a- ound the roots in their new loc- ko's speech was a demand that taught him how to survive in tails of reducing the call stateFRIGID,
the United Nations take steps the woods.
sister tulip Persian Gem, that is WASHINGTON (UPI)— Rep. completed around the first of gain held off Murray's advances ation.
wide over the next three months
ditlon.
to
set
up
a
world
security
With
more
season
the
year.
time
this
his
Today
in
forties,
he
is
ball
Davthe
changes,
and future draft
golden yellow with bronze outer Harry Goldwater Jr. plans to
and Brandon punted
nereprit
system.
To
this
end
he
Herman
L.
Donovan
artist
in
ETC channels can be received 35 yards to the Cardinal 5 for special garden activities, the
idson said, "We'll get the job
Phyfe
'introduce his first bill— a
introduced a six part draft residence at the university on done. We'll do whatever the
May be
measure to present distinguised with standard UHF equipment. where Fowler grabbed it in care you give your evergreens, resolution.
and raced back up the field 30 —mulching, planting, or transKentucky. He has written and President wants."
Drive.
presidential Channels and location are:
with
policemen
Gromyko's six points:
planting — will pay happy reChannel 25 yards to the Mayfield 33.
illustrated a column for the
Neither Nixon nor Defense
citations as a means of Ashland,
Withdrawal of all troops from Louisville Times, served as a Secretary Melvin R. Laird spestiffened
up
Tiger
line
Green,
wards.
Bowling
The
Channel
53
from
discouraging young people
1008 H
occupied territories and "dis- contributing editor to the Flori- cified what would happen to
Channel 23 and after three plays Mayfield
referring to police as "pigs."'Elizabethtown
after 7:
Channel 35 was on its 7cnvn 34 with a fourth ball at midfield and moved continuation of all measures to da Naturalist magazine and is next January's draft call — set
"The refesaace to policemen Hazard,
down and 11 situation. The thirteen yards to the Cardinal suppress liberational move- staff artist for the Kentucky tentatively at 35,000 according
Channel
46
Lexington,
will
animals
barnyard
as
•
Ornithological' Society.
ments."
to Laird.
Channel 35 Cardinals punted the ball to the 37.
1957 MJ
continue from a small group of Madisonville,
He has lectured and conducted
Murray 36 where the Tigers J. Williams dropped back to
Peaceful
coexistence
and
Morehead,
Channel
38
bedroou
California
extremists," the
Channel 21 took over and got off six plays pass on first down with 2;29 pacific settlement of disputes.
cora:lido
Republican said, "but we Murray,
stifled
again
were
A
they
before
study
of regional security
left in the game but could not
Channel 52
753-2551
should do everything we can toi Owenton,
find a receiver and showed ex- systems in preparation for their
Pikeville,
Channel 22 and had to kick.
into
the
creep
doesn't
sure
it
be
By DARRELL GARWOOD
The Cardinals started mow cellent form as he bypassed four establishment later.
Channel 29
vocabulary of the average Somerset,
By UNITED PRESS INTERNATIONAL
ing at this point and clicked off wouldbe Mayfield tacklers on
High-level Security Council
Northern
Ky.,
Channel
54
young American."
CAMPTh
three first downs in the next a nineteen yard jaunt to the meetings to be attended by
WASHINGTON (UPI) — UnOSSISPer,
eight plays. It appeared that the Cardinal 18. Williams carried specially designated representaless the Nixon administration
COLUMBIA, S.C. — Sen. Strom Thurmond, R.-S.C., com8L55, if
Red Birds would power their the ball around the left end tives.
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GUITAR LESSONS

*2.00 Per Lesson - Sign Up Now!

LEACH'S MUSIC & TV

Lil' Abner

by Al Capp
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REAL ISTATIE FOR SALE

NEW ROOF EASY-Apply HyIlas Vibrated Asphalt Ahnninum. Let us show you how easy
to apply, how it stops leaks and
does the job for only 3 coati a
square foot. Ask about the special 30 gallon drum price. Hughes Paint Store, 401 Maple St.
Oct.-34

REGISTERED Nurses needed.
Full time 11 to 7. Part time
evenings and days weekends.
Good salary with travel and
shift diferential. Contact Ruby
Hayden or Tommy McCue, Fuller-Gilliam Hospital, Mayfield,
Kentucky.

SY OWNER: 3-bedroom brick
house with income apartment
on South 11th. Telephone 7,53Tlee.
2987.
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NOTICE

BY OWNER: Three-bedroom
house with study and garage,
kitolien and den combination.
5-20-C
Phone 753-4763.

HAPPINESS is a clean rug!
Professional maintenance, Box
623, Calvert City, Ky. Phone
443-6823 Let us shampoo your
Es-210-C
rug

QUALITY constructed 3-bedroom frame home in Keeneband Subdivision. Very spacious
family room and kitchen with
all appliances. Carpeted thra
ughout, 1% baths. 1 year old
and has been kept like new.
JUST LISTED, a 3-bedroom
frame in very good condition.
Utility room, carpets and drapes. Central air conditioning. Also a seal nice 20' a 60' building with a garage, centrally
heated. Ideal for almost any
kind of home workshop. Phone
OT see us today for details.

All
JONES AVIATION, Inc
new Cessna aircraft, oales and
rental. Flight arid ground school. Phone 753-8633 or 489-2855.
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National
Company

CARPORT SALE: 104 Hickory
Dr. Clothing, toys, antiques remade, baby bed, TV, high chair
and other assorted items. 8:30
a. in. till 8:00 p. in. Saturday,
8-20-C
September 20.
BLACK TOY POODLE puppies.
Also half size metal bed. Phone
8-22-C
753-7041.

KELLY'S PEST,‘
-CONTROL

CROSSWORD PUZZLE
ACROSS
1 Lane
5-Matures
,
9-Misrepresent
.

4 Harbingers
5-Concur
6-Merriment
7-Vast age

Turn your woodlands into a year around cash producing
asset. The Celotex Corporation is now buying wood de
livered to their wood yard in Paris, Tenn. For more
information call or come in to see Joel Sills or Roy
Watkins. Phone (901) 642-1230.

An,,er to Yesterdays Puzzle
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21-Challenge
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pronoun
swine
36 Egyptian
29-Pronoun
20 Century plant
singing girl
24 Dinner course
30 Anon
21-Facts
37 Genus of
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29-Twist (colloq.)..
30.Chinese mile
32-Workman
33-Cut
34-Large tub
35-1-fostelry
36.Wer god
37•Ceremony
38•Sewing
implement
40-Rubber on
pencil
42-Viscous mud
43 Singing voice
44 Sow
45 Heavenly body
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DOWN
1 -Animal
coats
2-Charity
3-Cravat

Peanuts®

PEANUTS

STROLLER, playpen and bed
combination, walker, high chair
Will sell separately. Phone
S-22-P
753-3738.

ROACHES
Carry Germs
SPIDERS
Are Poison
TERMITES
Eat Your Home

CARD OF THANKS
We would like to thank all
the neighbors and the members
of the Murray-Calloway County
Locally owned and operat
Civil Defense Rescue Squad
ed
for 20 years. We can be
who helped in getting the furniture from the house of Glenn reached 24 hours a day
Wason Brandon.
Call Today For FREE
The Family
I nssectIon
1TC
Meese 753-3014
Member Chamber of
Commerce
and muildlera '
HEADS-UPLEARNING
Association.,LCP-194
England (UPI)
RUGBY,
Headmaster James Woodhouse
said Wednesday Rugby School
has taken out a license to sellbeer to boys over 16.
"It is reasonable for senior
boys to have a glass of beer
Phoebe 753-3914
once or twice a week," he said.
Located 100 Sa 131% St.
H01_1,1W 1 10D (IRO-Pamela klurpli. who starred on
Broadway in "The Impossible
Years,- joins George Kennedy
The normal annual precipi,
and \line Jackson at MGAt- in
for Arizona is 7.20 inches.
tation
"False Witness."

An attractive opening exists at our Cadiz, Ky., plant
HOUSE AND 5 ACRES, 3-bedfor a cost accountant with college training and previous
room brick with enclosed gaexperience.
rage. Located within 4 miles of
Our plant is three years old, located in the Barkley
Murray.
SUPER stuff, sure nufl That's
THREE (3) NEW brick homes,
Lake recreational area in Western Kentucky and manuBlue Lustre for claming rugs
all well located. Priced from
factures seating components for the automotive indusUNDER CONSTRUCTION, a
and upholstery. Rent electric
$18,500 to $26,500 and availtry.
well designed interior and exshampooer $1. Big K.
5-20-C
able immediately.
terior
3-bedroom brick with 2
IN HAZEL, 2-bedroom home
R.
A.
resume
to
your
If qualified, please submit
large baths, fireplace in the
THREE-BEDROOM brick; cenwith bath. Full price of $5,500.
Anderson, Mgr. of Industrial Relations, Cadiz Spring
family room, built-in appliantral heat and air, carpeting
HOME AND TRAILER Park,
Products Division, Hoover Ball & Bearing Co.. Cadiz, Ky.
ces in the kitchen, double gathroughout, built-in Tappan apcompletely and attractively fur42211.
rage plus a storage area, and
pliances, 1% ceramk tile baths,
nished living quarters with 10
a blacktop driveway included.
with carport Shrubs already
space licensed trailer park. LoAN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER
This home is bargain priced at
set. In city school district
cated approximately 1 mile from
$27,000. You may select your
has opening in Murray for Ky. Lake.
Phone 753-4516 after 3:00 p.
own color scheme.
8-72-C
Assistant Manager of a re- 2-ACRE TRACT near LynnAN OLDER frame home that
hurst Resort. Good building
tail
store.
IT'S inexpensive to clean rugs
needs repair. Located on a
site with plenty of blacktop
POE
RENT
RENT
FOR
and upholstery with Blue Lusbeautiful wooded lot 100' x
Excellent opportunity for frontage.
tre. Rent electric shampooer
45 ACRES with good govern- NICE SI-MmNG rooms hrliTEW DUPLEX apartment fur- 450'. See this place and make
advancement.
$1. Western Auto, Home of
ment approved pond. Only $4,- boys, one block from campus. Dished or unfurnished, two bed- us an offer.
"The Wishing Well."
S-2041
Please trend complete 350.
Phone 733-6425 or 753-5962. rooms. Couple or couple and JUST OUTSIDE the city limits,
resume to P.O. Box 32-E, • 85 ACRES with 3/4 mile black8e1A- MC one child. Phone 753-4599 al- a full basement with 3 bedDINING ROOM suite; carved
&20.c rooms, bath, and a 3-car ga% Ledger & Times. s_25.c
top frontage. Suitable for farmItalian Mediterranean, six CaNICE FURNISHED apartment ter 3:30 p. m.
rage. Ideal for a car repair or
land,
subdividing
or
develop- for college boys. Phone 753thedral chairs, table with banSINGLE ROOMS upstairs at clean up shop
ment. Less than $150 per acre.
quet sized extenaioe, buffet,
7381 days, 753-5108 after 5:00 1115 Olive Street. Electric 190 ACRE FARM near New
92 ACRES with approximately
server, china cabinet. All for
pm.
TFC heat refrigerator privileges. Concord. Well fenced, tie w
$350.00. Phone 753-1306. 5-20-C WANTED: Janitor at the Cheri 1,200' blacktop frontage. Woven
8-204 pump and well. Excellent catTheatre. Apply in person at the wire fence and creosoted posts NICE ROOM, Angle or double Phone 753-1503.
tle farm.
COFFEE TABLE and two end theatre between 10:00 a. in. around entire farm. Less than for boys. One block from CampFURNISHED apartment, paneltables. $25.00. Call 753-2299 or and 3:00 p. in.
5-20-C $300 per acre.
us. Private parting. Phone 753- ed, air conditimeng, % block1.INCOME PROPERTY: A 9-room
753-6484.
5-20-C
2-BEDROOM HOME near ele- 6243.
S-194 off campus. Couples only. frame house with 5 bedrooms,
PERMANENT job opening for
3 baths. Located near the Cammentary
school.
Low
down
pay175 CC JAWA Motorcycle, mo- male at Thurmond Feed Mill.
Phone 753-1E05.
8-20-P pus and presently leased for
VISIT
University
Heights
Mobile
ment
to
qualified buyer.
del 450. Call 753-5128 after 4 Please apply in person. S-204
fherek bó$25.00 pee over $3,000 per year. Lin-4
...2.0:;-BUY, see us. TO SELL, list Homes Park on North llith
_SAILAW.Am5Wm•day. S-Z-P
only two minutes from Campus. month. 226 South 15th., 733- wooded lot.
WANTED: Short order cooks, with us.
Wide completely paved streets, 5974.
&254 INCOME PROPERTY: Large
BALDWIN PIANOS and organs 1140* shift Apply in pmsam FULTON YOUNG Realty, 40
natural
gas
house located on North 16th,
and
cablevision
Rent or buy. Loner& Piano Co. ANTre Regasumm4 South 120x. and Maple Streets. Office phone
available. We have two
titOOM furnished apart-- *cross from the University- The
Your complete music store. - •
11-204 .753- 7333_ Home phones: Fultoe mobile homes for rent
and we meats. Can be seen after 10:00 home has a good heating system
Young 753-4946, R. B. PatterAcross from post office, Paris,
son 438-5897, Ishmael Stinson also have a limited number of a. m. Sunday at 3084i South and is in a good state of reTenn.
spaces available. For addition- 13th Couple or couple with pair. This property could easily
733-1534.
HS-20-C
WANTED AT ONCE
H-S-20-C al information phone 753-6585 small child. Phone 435-4485. be converted into a tri-plea
or 753-7770.
S-213-NC
FOUR KITCHEN chairs, three
1TC and its large corner lot offers
Experienced Appliance
ample parking space for rentpieced red wool carpet. Phone
Service Man
ROOMS for college boys. Pri- 10' x 50' HOUSE Trailer, air- ers.
LOST II POUND
753-2732.
8-20-C
vate entrance. 107 North 17th. conditioned, couple only, $100.-Top WagesLOST or Stolen. A female Beag- Phone 753-7408 after 4:00 p. as. 00 per month. Shady Oaks TrailFRIGIDATRE Range, good conAN EXCEPTIONAL lake cabin
le Hound and four three-months
TEC er Court.
dition. Roll-a-way bed with inBest Working Conditions
S-22P located in Panorama Shores.
collar
wearing
puppies.
Is
old
Apply in Person Only
nerspring mattreu, also Duncan
Excellent design, full size basebut no tag. If anyone has any HOUSE for college boys. Three THREE-ROOM famiskied apartPhyfe Chrome breakfast set.
ment, very nice and air condithese dogs con- bedroms, living room, kitchen ment. Private Neh and merlinon
information
May be seen at 1213 Peggy Ann
BILBREY'S CAR &
tioned, wooded lot. Contains
and bath. Phone 753-3040.
cc Call 753-5689.
S
-23-C
Harris
Williams
at
Johnny
tact
Drive.
5-20-C
1520 sq. feet of floor space and
HOME SUPPLY
5-23-NC
Grove or call 435-5352.
210 E. Main
FOX MEADOWS: The prestige is priced at only $11,800.
S-22-C TWO HOUSE TRAILERS- one
S-20-C
name in motile home living. WE HAVE MANY excellent
VIM HONDA, llke new. Call
$30.00 month. One $60.00 mon- Most spacious lob available in building lots in desirable lei
•
after 7:00 p. in., 753-3820.
th. Also lot for private trailer. this area. Ail city utiiities. lim- cations; several are wooded.
S-20-P
MALE HELP WANTED
Call 436-2323.
WOMEEN, 18 or over, as check5-20-C ited to families. Enjoy the care- Come by our office at 502 Ma1967 MAGNOLIA 8' a 3T two- ers for food market. Phone 753- NEED MONEY? Sell Knapp
free life of a mobile home lo- ple or call us at any time to
5-22-C Shoes, part or full-time. No THREE-ROOM furnished apart- cated in the best of suburban chscuess your Real Estate needs.
bedroom mobile home. Air 4130.
ment, electric heat and air conconditioning included. Phone
locations. Phone 753-3856 for We appreciate your business.
investment. High commissions
S-194 WAITRESSES mated, night plus bonus. Write to R. A. Di- ditioning. No children. Phone reservations. Office at 104 TUCKER REALTY & Insurance
753-2551
753-1311.
S-20-P
Li.
call
in
Please
5-20-NC shift, 3 to
South 9th.
Marzio, Knapp Shoes, BrockS-35-4 Co., 502 Maple Street, Murray,
person at Trenholin's Drive In.
S-20-C DUPLEX APARTMENT, one
Kentucky, Phone
Mass. 02402.
753-4342,
ton,
S-234
block from University. E a c Ii TWO-BEDROOM furnished a- Home phones: Donald R. TuckCAMPING'S OVER. Nimrod
apartment completely furnish- partment. Zimmerman apart- er, 753-5020; Bobby G. Grogan,
camper, $350.00. Phone 753NOTICE
NOTICE
ed. For married couples or four ments, South 10th Street. Tea- 753-4978; W. Paul Dailey, Jr.,
8155, 1809 College Farm Road.
students. Including cooking fa- :hers, couple or couple with 753-8702.
S-30-NC
small abiLd. Phone 753-6609.
cilities. Phone 753-2649.
H-S-20-C
S
-20-C
months
old,
BEAGLE PUPS, 5
$15.00; also 8 foot pool table,
$65.00. Call 753-8583 or 7538-19-P
1879 after 5:00 p. in.
S-20-NC
9-20
,U SNor C.-As ryoboy ..••••41

CASH FOR WOOD

NOTICE

RRAL MATS POR SALM

HELP WANTED

*ring for
Murray,
ista pro-
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Matt. by United Feature Syndicate,

--

by Charles M. Schulz

*CENTER HA5 DiFFICULTY
GETTING THE CALL eACK

-

FORT4!-ONE5EVEN;
FIFTEEN

The Celotex Corporation
P.O. Box 1090

Paris, Tenn. 38242

ROOMS for college boys. AirSERVICES OFFERED
conditioned, private entrance.
2 blocks from University. Call
S-224 WILL CONTRACT new houses. I WILL baby Mt day or night
753-4828.
General repair work and addiIn my home. Phone 753-7503.
tions. Phone 733-3385.
S-22-C
9' z 12' BRAIDED Rug, $20.00.
Oct-104
Excellent condition. Phone
753-4439.
PROFESSIONAL resident- PROFESSIONAL Carpet cleanUSED TYPEWRITEFt. Call 753- 1.1 painting. Brush, roll, spray. ing in your own home. Also
5-23-P References. Free
2884.
estimates. floor stripping and rewaxing.
753-3485.
Phone
Oct. 214 For free estimate call MURRAY
ELECTRIC COOK stove, $10.00.
CARPET AND FLOOR CARE,
1TC STUD SERVICE, AKC register- 753-7365 or 436-2103.
Phone 753-1408.
H-S-22-P
1968 TRIUMPH 500 CC Tiger ed Boston Terrier. Phone 7535-20-P
and 1968 Honda Trial 90. Both 5725.
in perfect condition. Will con- WILL DO baby sitting in my S.
sider trade for pickup truck. home. Phone 753-4589. 5-204
S-23-C
Phone 753-8565.
CARS WASHED inW waxed.
LADY'S black coat, size 18, Cleaned Inside. Call 753-1325.
10.00; lady's blue brit suit
S-24-C
rid hat, size 14'4, $10.00.
1TC
Phone 753-4656.
KEEP children in my
me for working mothers. Cell
5-22-C
53-3855.

Black Top
Paving

WILL DO baby sitting in my
home, day or night. Experien1906 FORD two-ton track with ced. Phone 753-5625.
5-25-C
grain bed. Phone 753-197f.
AUTOS POE SALE

SUSINESS OPPORTUNITY
1962 FORD station wagon.
Phone 753-8243 after 8:00 p. as. KENTUCKY Distributorship ne8-20-C ver before offered. Achieve independence with your own busi1959 CADILLAC four door se- ness as a Kentucky state disdan DevWe, all power and air, tributor for nationally adverextra dean, $450.00. Call 436- tised products. You will be part
of a new growing Franchise
2323.
8-20-C
system. Profits are unlimited
now and you will be building
1967 FORD Van custom long a handsome income for the next
body. Like new. 11,000 miles. 15 years. For details call Mr.
Ideal for passenger hauling Fleming collect 305-8364833
S-22-13
8-25-C
Phase 753-4575.

No Jobs Too
Small or Large
To Be
Appreciated

by Ernie Bushmiller

Nancy
I'M GOING TO BE\-A MUSICIAN WHEN
,
,
I GROW UP

BROKE

Abbie 'N Slats

by R. Van Buren
IF SHE DON'T BLOW
UP, VA GOT YERSELF A
CAR, CHARLIE!!

I-- THINK- -I'VE
GOT A 0/SELF

Free Estimates
contact:

A. Z. FARLEY
Phone 753-5502
Between 8:00 a.m.
and 5:00 p.m.
j17c

I* logU I Pee ON -MI"toe
Ocre 1.•
•MOP a. UMW SY•Yot

''ER A BLARSTED
MECHANICAL aEMUS,
CHARLIE DOBBS.'
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Calling All Bargain Lovers, all night owls, all sleep-walkers. . .
We've gone moon-mad to bring you values you only dream
about . . . Make a late date to come shop and save . . . Ou
moon-struck prices will really open your eyes.

Prices Good
Monday 5 P.M. itill0 P.M.

GRO
UP
OF
LAiliiH

DOOR BUSTERS

DOOR BUSTERS

4 TICKER TAPE

STURDY ALL STEEL

1

TR
AN
8
SI
STER
DO
G
HO
US
ES
REG
RADIOS 170
only $3.00 REG $18.88 ONLY

REG. $2.66

pe,

ONLY 99e
/
ASSORTED STYLES, COLORS:
YELLOW, RED, GREEN, PINK,
Wig BROWN.

Via

ONLY 3

.900B._BL,LSIERS

DOOR BUSTERS

PLAY LUCKY BUGGY
AND MN A PANASONIC
PORTABLE T.V.
BETWEEN 9-10 p.m.

SO BE SURE TO USE A SHOP
PING CART

FILM,

WITH EXTRA LONG TAIL, OXFORD CLOTH IN
WHITE, BLUE, PINK, GREEN & TAN.

SHAVE CREAM

57C

Regular, Menthol or Lime
Reg. $1.50
Monday Only

Seen
Ar

BLOUSES

TROL AEROSOL CAN

PAPER
NAPKINS

Maier
Salley with
past Monte
Club. Mal
lotion for

LADIES PERMANENT PRESS
LONG SLEEVE

POLON COLOR
WILL BE ON SALE FOR
BETWEEN 9-10 p.m. c nn
PL.OU
LIIIT 2

Lydia Grey
Table Size

Big K Closed
MONDAY
Until 5 P.M.
Preparing
For Sale!

ONLY

Fellow says
world will
mously. W
to do is d'
Something t
marriage,

$1.44

gamy St
sharp Sat
game

(Limit 2)

18c

Today is th

TROL. HAIR GROOM

200 to Pkg.
Monday Only

15-oz size

(Limit 2)

9" PAPER

PLATES

ew.

Monday Only
100 to Pkg.

Semi-owls
pks.

57c

•••••

FAMOUS
SCOTT BRAND

PAPER
TOWELS

•

Monday Only

$14.88

„t

(Limit 4)

ses,s,":
'
1

-Asa

PALMOLIVE
ISH WASHING

(Limit 2)

-•••'

WALEDLTO PAINT
REDUC
10' PT.
QT

VALUED AT $1.37 AND $2.44

or

Bg 22-oz. Size, A 59c Val:.

URGE PACK

22-oz. FAULTLESS

Monday
Only
for

briC
f

Spray Starch

BIG K GIVES 33 1/3% DISCOUNT
ON ALL FILM

With
Coupon

Offer Good Sop.. 22, 1%9 — Ono
Coupon Per Family

'Rig" *VOW

Tour
Choice
Monday
Only
Limb 4
of Each

BIG K WILL HAVE MANY UNADVERTISED SPECI
ALS THIS NIGHT.

BEL-AIR SHOPPING CENTER

stio"

Faultless

OPEN
9 A.M. To 9 P.M. WEEKDAYS
1:00 P.M. To 6 P.M. SUNDAYS

4

dillarenallotelweltilooeno**..-

102
Worn

VALUABLE COUPON

Fabric Finish

(Unlit 4)

MURRAY, KENTUCKY

In cities th
increase w
lent crime
cent. crim
12 per cen
(Conti

20-oz. FAULTLESS

LUCITE

ACRES OF FREE PARKING
753-8777

100

FACIAL
TISSUES

LIQUID

ALSO ALL

YOUR CHOICE
MONDAY ONLY

The FBI r
broken rec
has increa nine per c
months of
period in 1

FRY
PAN
43 :
0,,.„
c SAVE Fa-Ns

Monday
Only

t.

(Limit 4)

OVAL ROASTER

oe'7

r‘
,
17'7'f..3 I

41°Ptclay
Only

15-POUND CAPACITY

t

oeis

One of the
brought to
has died.

10-INCH TEFLON COATED

FL2sA:
cE.sTEH;L;Ei1
GE:s
iils
BA r :

WOOD STAINS
& VARNISHES )

COLD PACK CANNER

.re,

Shop Late,
Savings Great!

RED DEVIL

.

*.

Another Si:
when you'd
good time
cover from

20-01. ENAMEL

9 x 12 ROLL RUGS
$29.95 VALUE
BIG K REG. $19.88
In Green, Gold, Stripe, Red,
Blue and Brown
LIMIT 2

jumbo
rolls

(Limit 2)

Murray Hip
here an
State plays
game Satur
nessee Tee

1)1

Mrs. Mi
Lone Oak,
D. Rains o
urday at 5:
st the age
The dec
Hopkins C
Paducah fr
ty in 1898
of M. B. Ta
of the late
ANEapp. She
Wn d was a
the) Christ
Cracken C
Mrs. Tap
sons, Jesse
City, Ill.,
North Hol
daughters,
ray, Mrs.
cah, Mrs.
Centralia,
ion Skinne
grandchildr
grandchildr
great gra
Funeral
today at t
Funeral C
Rev }tube
George Ma
was in th
tery, Padu

